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2008).! Literature! on! CALL,! autonomy! and! taskTbased! pedagogy! revealed! the! need! for! an!
integrated,!broad!approach!beyond!technology!itself!with!a!special!emphasis!on!the!learning!
context,! sociocultural! issues! and! learner! background.!Often! unexplored,! the! gap! between!
what!teachers!plan!and!what!learners!do!with!tasks!(Nunan!1989;!Coughlan!and!Duff!1994;!
Roebuck! 2000)! began! to! focus! the! research! efforts! on! investigating! the! nature! of! the!
language!learning!activity!(Beetham!2007)!of!individual!learners.!Following!suggestions!from!
various!authors!from!different!traditions!(e.g.,!Arnold!and!Ducate!2011;!Lantolf!and!Poehner!
2004;!Chapelle!2001;! Scanlon!and! Issroff!2005;!Kaptelinin!and!Nardi!2006),! activity! theory!
(Vygotsky! 1987;! Leontiev! 1978;! Engeström! 1987)! was! chosen! as! the! most! suitable!
theoretical! framework!and!some!of! its!key!concepts,! such!as!disturbances! (Engeström!and!
Sannino! 2011;! see! also!Montoro! and!Hampel! 2011)! and! contradictions! (Engeström!1987),!
were!used!to!conduct!a!twoTtiered!analysis!of!empirical!data!gathered!electronically!during!
an! online! experiment! followed! by! stimulated! recall! (SR)! sessions.! Findings! include! the!
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seeing! language! learners! ‘talk’! (even! gesture)! to! the! computer! screen!while!working!with!
online! resources.! Their! talk! is,! of! course,! addressed! only! to! themselves,! that! is,! a! kind! of!
monologue!(subvocal!or!fullyTarticulated)!as!part!of!their!efforts!to!resolve!the!language!task!





learners! in! an! online! environment! from! an! activityTtheoretical! perspective,! although! task!
design!also!features!in!the!study!as!a!task1!is!used!as!both!a!research!tool!(in!order!to!collect!







task!design,! for! both! research! and! learning!purposes,! but! the!overall! purpose! is! rather! to!
depict!the!broader!language!learning!activity!in!which!online!tasks!are!used.!
1.2! Rationale!
Behind! the! study! there! are! a! number! of! underlying!motives! and! assumptions! that! I! have!
acquired!over!several!years!of!practiceT!and!researchTbased!experiences.!
Individual!learner!interaction!with!learning!materials!
Personal! and! professional! circumstances! have! gradually! led! me! to! shift! research! interest!
from! classroom! interaction! (Montoro! 1996)! to! individual! learner! interaction! online.! It! is!
assumed! that! rich! interaction! does! exist! in! this! context.! As! Ellis! puts! it,! “we! need! not!
characterize!an!individual!participant!structure!as!nonTinteractive”!(2003:!265).!Yet,!this!kind!
of! humanTwithTlearningTmaterial! interaction! is! qualitatively! different! compared! to! the!
humanTtoThuman! type.! The! choice! over! group! work! is! simply!motivated! by! practical! and!
professional! reasons,! as! individual!work! is! becoming! increasingly! common! in! the! learning!
environment! under! investigation,! namely! a! new! selfTaccess! language! centre! at! a! higher!
education!institution!in!the!State!of!Guanajuato,!Mexico.!!
Technology!
This!new! selfTaccess! centre!offers!opportunities! to!use! technological! resources! (as!well! as!
printed!materials)!to!assist!the!language!learning!efforts!of!learners.!Unfortunately,!when!it!
opened,!there!seemed!to!be! little!knowledge!available!within!the! institution!about! learner!
and!practitioner!experiences!and!perceptions!of!learning!languages!in!a!technologyTrich!selfT







It! is! assumed! that! language! learning! is! a! situated,! social! process,! and! not! a! product,!
consisting!of!“a!dynamic!interaction!of!personTinTenvironment”!(Ohta!2001:!3),!which!must!
be! researched! as! such.! Hence,! the! focus! is! on! the! language! learning! process! from! a!











31).! Benson! (2007:! 27)! also! notes! that! nonTclassroom! based! modes! of! learning! tend! to!
“focus!on!technical!issues,!not!on!difficulties!learners!may!experience!in!directing!their!own!





argues! against! viewing! learners! as! “processing! devices”! and! sees! them! as! “people”! with!
“human!agency”.!The!concept!of!agency!is!developed!further!in!Chapter!2.!
Tasks!as!learning!tools!!
From! the! early! nineties,! taskTbased! learning! and! teaching! has! grown! exponentially! (Ellis!
2003).! This! approach! has! had! a! significant! impact! on! English! language! teaching! (ELT)!
practitioners!and!researchers!worldwide!and!I!am!no!exception.!In!fact,!in!2002T2005,!whilst!
serving! as! an! overseas! volunteer! for! the! Spanish! government! at! the! University! of! Belize!
(Central!America),! I! had! the!opportunity! to!design!and! implement!an!awardTwinning! taskT
















tasks! are! a! good! example! of! the! ‘compatibility’! (Pica! 1997:! 61)! between! pedagogy! and!
research.!!
Focus!on!learners!
The! assumption! in! the! study! is! that! reality! is! subjective,! shaped! by! the! subjects’!
consciousness!and!experience.!In!other!words,!there!is!a!construction!of!meaning!whereby!
learners!interpret!reality!differently!depending!on!their!context,!goals!and!motives.!From!an!
epistemological! perspective,! it! is! assumed! that! learners! interact! with! input! to! construct!
knowledge! –! they! do!not! simply! react! to! input;! they! actively! assign! it!meaning! and!make!
sense! of! it.! The! focus! on! learners! is! also! borne!out! of! the! researcher’s! desire! to! be!what!
















for! the!need! for!empirical!data.!As! for! the! learning!environment,!classroom!observation! is!
arguably!well!established,!but!research!involving!outTofTclassroom!observation!has!not!been!
developed! to! the! same!extent.! It! seems! reasonable! to!attempt! to! fill! this! research!gap!by!






not! the! primary! goal! of! this! study,! some!of!my! suggestions!may! contribute! to! theoretical!
advances.!
1.3! Application!to!educational!policy!and!practice!





This! study!has!been!beneficial! at! a! professional! level! in!more! than!one!way.! First,! from!a!
pedagogical!standpoint,!it!has!provided!insights!into!a!deeper!understanding!of!how!online!
learning!works!in!a!particular!context.!This!understanding!can,!in!turn,!inform!the!design!of!
appropriate! tasks! to! support! language! learning! in! the! future.! At! a! personal! level,! the!
knowledge!and!skills!acquired! through! this!doctoral!work!have!had!a!direct! impact!on!my!






institutional! context! and! how! they,! in! turn,! shape! it!with! their! actions.! In! other!words,! a!
broad!understanding!of!the!overall!language!learning!activity,!facilitated!by!the!adoption!of!
activity! theory! as! the! theoretical! framework! of! the! study,! has! been! instrumental! in!
unearthing! some! of! the! underlying! inner! contradictions! affecting! technologyTmediated!











activity! from! an! activityTtheoretical! perspective.! Private! speech! will! also! feature!
prominently,! particularly! in! Chapter! 5! and! Chapter! 6.! The! importance! of! tasks! (both! as!
research!and!pedagogical!tools)!will!be!only!too!evident!in!Chapter!2,!although!task!design!
has!been!kept!out!of!the!main!focus!of!analysis.!Instead,!the!attention!has!deepened!around!



















overpower! pedagogic! ones! (Allwright! 1984).! Evidence! from! classroom! data! gathered! and!
analysed! at! the! time! revealed! a! fundamental! contradiction! between! efforts! to! keep! the!
lesson! as! a! conflictTfree! social! event! and! the! trouble! necessarily! associated! with! the!
transformational!nature!of!the!lesson!as!a!pedagogical!event.!This!study’s!research!interest!
remains!linked!to!the!social!forces!at!play!in!language!learning!interaction,!albeit!in!an!outT
ofTclassroom! context! this! time! such! as! that! of! the! individual! learner! interaction! with!
computerTbased!language!tasks!in!a!selfTaccess!environment.!!
2.1! CALL!and!other!technological!approaches!
From! the! perspective! of! a! researcherTpractitioner2,! computerTassisted! language! learning!
(CALL)! may! be! defined! as! “the! search! for! and! study! of! applications! of! the! computer! in!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






definition! of! CALL! as! “any! process! in! which! a! learner! uses! a! computer! and,! as! a! result,!
improves! his! or! her! language”! (Beatty! 2003:! 7).! Even! though! other! terms,! such! as! TELL!
(technologyTenhanced! language! learning),! have! been! used! to! refer! to! the! field! of!
technologyTmediated!second!language!teaching!and!learning,!CALL!seems!to!be!the!one!that!
continues! to! be! widely! accepted! in! the! research! community! (Chapelle! 2001;! Levy! 2006;!
Thorne! and! Smith! 2011).! Within! CALL,! computerTmediated! communication! (CMC)! is! an!
increasingly!popular!area!of!research!that!focuses!on!communication!between!remote!users!
via!computers.!Nevertheless,!CMC!was!not!suited!to!this!study!as!there!was!minimal!humanT
toThuman! communication! involved! (see! Herring! 1996! for! a! definition! and! a! discussion! of!
early!CMC;!for!a!more!recent!account!see,!for!instance,!Lamy!and!Hampel!2007).!
In!any!case,!as!the!study!uses!technology!(e.g.,!computer!hardware!and!software),!the!main!
focus! of! attention! could! have! been! placed! upon! technological! aspects.! Admittedly,! the!
importance! of! technology,! such! as! the! online! medium,! cannot! be! ignored! as! it! operates!
according! to! certain! affordances! (“the! constraints! and! possibilities! for! making! meaning”,!
Hampel!2006:!111;!also!see!Gibson!1979!for!a!seminal!definition,!Kirschner!2002!for!a!wider!
and!more! updated! definition! and! Blin! 2010! for! a! discussion! of! the! concept)! which! “help!
shape! how! interactions! take! place! and! how! language! is! used! in! each! setting”! (Levy! and!
Stockwell! 2006:! 2).! This! is! not! only! true! of! the! learner! but! also! of! the! language! teacherT
designer3! because! “technological! thinking! 'enframes'! us! into! particular! ways! of! thinking"!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 





(Coyne!1997:! 9)! and!because! "we!are! shaped!by!our! technologies! as!much! as!we! fashion!
them”!(Coyne!1997:!7).!
In! fact,! there!seems!to!be!a!growing!consensus! in!the! literature!suggesting!that!“any!CALL!
implementation! is! heavily! influenced! by! contextual! factors”! (Levy! and! Stockwell! 2006:! 8).!
Thus,! technology! is!seen!as!part!of!a!complex!ecology!rooted! in!sociocultural!practices.!As!
Gibson! (1998)! pointed! out! when! he! developed! his! concept! of! ecological! approaches! (as!
opposed!to!technological!ones)!to!education,!technology!does!not!have!effects!on!its!own;!it!
depends! on! learners’! response! and! learner! environment,! which! includes! the! institutional!





In! addition! to! needing! to! be! mindful! of! learner! context! and! learner! background,! the!
increasing! complexity! involved! in! processes! of! computerTmediated! language! learning!
recommends!a!principled!approach!to!CALL!research.!The!argument!is!made!in!this!section!
and!elsewhere!in!the!thesis!that!activity!theory!principles!(Engeström!1987)!are!well!suited!
to! address! the! complexity! of! the! issues! under! investigation! (see! Chapter! 3! for! a! full!
justification).!!
Additionally,!in!the!absence!of!‘native!CALL’!theories!(Hubbard!2008),!one!can!only!speak!of!
approaches! to! CALL! research,! such! as! that! of! integrating! relevant! elements,! rather! than!




because! the! “elements!of! the! system!can!only!be! conceptualised!meaningfully! if! they! are!
viewed! as! part! of! the!whole"! (Levy! 1997:! 66).! Coming! from! the! field! of! humanTcomputer!
interaction! (HCI),! Shneiderman! (1987)! has! also! argued! in! the! past! that!we!must! consider!
learner!background!and! learning!context,! and!describes! instructional!design!as!a!dynamic,!
horizontal,! transformational! activity! concerned! with! discovering! new! goals,! all! of! which!
echoes! the! motives! and! aims! underlying! this! piece! of! research! and! activityTtheoretical!
principles.! Yet,! the! fact! that! HCI! is! mainly! concerned! with! design! and! usability! (and!








not! exerting! an! influence,! and! what! exactly! constitutes! the! system! in! a! particular!
educational!or! language!learning!setting.!Conceptual!frameworks!can!be!helpful!here.!
Note! that! activity! theory! proposes! the! activity! system! as! the! basic! unit! of! analysis,!







activity! theory! (and! dynamic! assessment;! see! Lantolf! and! Poehner! 2004),! as! potential!
directions! for! future! CALL! research,! again! partly! on! grounds! of! needing! to! give! a! strong!
emphasis!to!learning!context!and!learner!background.!
Of! course,! activity! theory! is! not! the! only! theoretical! approach! with! a! systemsTbased!
perspective.!Under! different! names,! systems! theory,! initially! developed! as! general! system!
theory! in!the!1950s! (see!Bertalanffy!1950),!has!been!spreading!to!different!disciplines!and!
gaining!momentum!in!recent!times!(for!an!overview,!see,!for!instance,!Laszlo!and!Krippner!
1996).! However,! the! limitations! of! this! study! did! not! allow! for! an! inTdepth! exploration! of!
other! systemic! approaches! and! a! decision! was! made! to! concentrate! on! the! activityT
theoretical!framework!for!reasons!described!more!fully!in!Chapter!3.!
Going!back!to!the!question!of!the!unsuitability!of!a!technological!approach!to!this!study,!an!
emphasis!on! technology!appears! to!be!more!appropriate! for! researchers! interested! in! the!
effectiveness! of! an! artefact! such! as! a! language! learning! task! (Levy! 2000).! In! other!words,!
artefactToriented! CALL! research! tends! to! concentrate! on! the! effect! of! the! artefact! (and!
technology,!more! generally)! on! the! learner! (e.g.,! Pellerin! 1999).! Indeed,! referring! to! ‘the!
impact!of! technology’!has!become!a!standard!phrase!to!refer! to!CALL!research.!As!Thorne!
and!Smith!(2011)!put!it:!!








from! the! taskTdesigner! and! technology! to! the! task! and! the! learner! is! reminiscent! of! a!
stimulusTresponse!tradition!in!psychology!that!is!at!odds!with!the!sociocultural!and!activityT
theoretical!principles!adopted!here.!In!fact,!the!study!aims!to!have!a!broad!scope!inclusive!of!
as! many! elements! and! as! much! of! the! complexity! of! the! learning! activity! as! possible,!
including! horizontal! and! vertical! dimensions! of! elements! and! mutuallyTtransforming!
relationships.! In! addition,! given! the! ontological! and! epistemological! research! stance!
adopted,! it! seems! inappropriate! to!predetermine!potential! findings!by! focusing!on!certain!
elements! (such!as! the!computer!or! the! task)!before! conducting! the!study.!The!aim,! in! this!





researchers! (e.g.,! Breen! 1987;! Goodfellow! 1999;! Hémard! 1999;!Wiebe! and! Kabata! 2010;!
Peters,!Weinberg!and!Sarma!2009;!Murphy,!Shelley!and!Baumann!2010;!Smith!2003)!have!
acknowledged! the! importance! of! assessing! artefacts! from! the! point! of! view! of! learners!











Indeed! CALL! researchers! seem! to! be! struggling! to! find! a! contextTappropriate! theory! to!
conduct!their!studies!(Levy!and!Stockwell!2006).!Seeing!context!as!the!stage!where!learning!
happens,! as! opposed! to! the! driving! force! of! learning! (Poehner! 2008),! could! well! be! the!
reason.!!
In! sum,! an! artefactToriented! approach! typical! in! CALL! studies! (especially! those! concerned!
with!design!and!evaluation)!may!not!have!ideally!contributed!to!unlocking!systemic,!contextT
dependent! factors! and! thus!not! contributed! ideally! towards! the! achievement!of! expected!
research!outcomes.!This!is!not!a!study!primarily!concerned!with!CALL!tool!development!but!
rather!with!language!learner!and!language!learning!development!using!CALL!tools.!In!other!
words,! technological! tools! and! artefacts! will! be! considered! from! the! perspective! of! their!
mediational! role.! Yet,! the! value! of! CALL! research! is! not! in! dispute! as! its! vast! body! of!
knowledge! can! contribute! to! understanding! some! technologyTrelated! issues! (e.g.,! see!
Chapelle! 2001! and! Ellis! 2003! for! criterial! features! of! tasks).! In! fact,! CALL! research! itself!
supports! the! use! of! activity! theory! as! a! valid! conceptual! framework! for! studies! involving!
technology.!!
In!addition! to!CALL,! computerTassisted! learning! (CAL)! research!must!be! considered.!Pask’s!
seminal! work! (e.g.,! 1975)! developed! a! number! of! relevant! concepts,! such! as! that! of!
‘teachback’! (the! learner’s! oral! account! of! their! understanding! of! the! learning!material! in!
collaboration!with! the! teacher),!built!upon!his!emphasis!on! interaction! that! culminated! in!









other! hand,! the! importance! attributed! to! gestures! in! this! thesis! is! backed! by! research! by!
Bavelas! (1994),!Kendon!(1994)!and!more!recently!Hartley,!Elsayed!and!Pesheva! (2009).!An!
important!contribution!of!CAL!research!has!come!in!the!form!of!learnerTgenerated!contexts!
(LGCs)! which! may! be! defined! as! “the! combination! of! interactions! of! learner! experiences!
across! multiple! spaces! and! times”! (Luckin! et! al.! 2011:! 73).! Partly! inspired! by! Vygostky’s!
concept! of! ‘obuchenie’! (Vygotsky! 1978! ch.! 6)! (frequently! translated! as! ‘learning’! or!
‘instruction’! but! rather! referring! to! learnerTteacher! interaction;! see!Wertsch! and! Sohmer!
1995!for!a!discussion),!LGCs!conceptualise!a!contextTbased!framework!that!blurs!boundaries!
between! learning,! teaching! and! the! institutional! activity! in! ways! that! resonate! with! the!
initial! aims! of! this! study.! In! this! sense,! the! construct! of! personal! learning! environments!
(PLEs)! (see! Downes! 2005)! bears! some! resemblance! to! that! of! LGCs.! These! two! concepts!
equate!interaction!with!the!context!and!the!environment!of!learning!processes.!
A! final!useful! contribution! from! the!area!of!CAL! is! Scanlon!and! Issroff’s! (2005)! concept!of!







To! recap,! the! literature! insists! on! the! importance! of! context,! learning! environments! and!
learner!backgrounds!in!CALL!studies.!As!Thorne!and!Black!(2007)!put!it,!“life!and!learning!are!
not! composed! of! isolated! or! strictly! isolatable!moments! and! spaces”! (2007:! 143).! Hence,!
three! strategic! decisions! have! been! made:! (a)! choosing! a! sociocultural! approach! and! a!
culturalThistorical! activity! theoretical! framework! that! puts! the! emphasis! on! the! learning!
activity! (not! just! on! interaction)! which! is! (at! least! in! part)! the! context! (Nardi! 1996);! (b)!





CALL! materials,! which! they! define! as! “the! wide! range! of! CALL! artifacts! or! products! that!
language!teachers!and!designers!create!using!technological!resources”!(Levy!and!Stockwell!
2006:!3).!Yet,! the!emphasis! tends! to! fall!on! the!production!aspect!and! inevitably!adopts!a!




1989:! 1),! not! as! a! finished! product! embodying! the! means,! the! end,! the! teaching!
methodology! and! the! implementation! all! in! one,! as! the! taskTbased! approach! to! language!
teaching!may!claim.!
Precisely,!the!CALL!task!used!in!this!study!is!by!no!means!an!end!in!itself;!it!is!a!learning!tool!









Since! it! was! conceived! as! a! speaking! task! (albeit! of! a! presentational! rather! than!
interpersonal!kind),!research!on!CALL!and!speaking!skills!must!be!reviewed.!Until!recently,!it!
was!widely! accepted! (e.g.,! Nunan! 2005;! Levy! and! Stockwell! 2006)! that! the! language! area!
where! CALL! had! had! less! of! an! impact!was! that! of! speaking,!mainly! due! to! technical! and!
affective!issues!involved!in!communication!between!remote!learners.!Despite!this!potential!
difficulty!and!other! challenges! found! locally,! speaking!practice!appeared! to!be! the!biggest!
need! as! reported! by! learners! themselves! in! the! pilot! study.! Thus,! a! speaking! activity!was!
designed! for! online! use.! Nevertheless,! given! the! technological! limitations! (generally! and!





language! development,! the! journal! Language! Learning! &! Technology! (edited! by! Nunan!
2005)!presents!six!studies!of!which!only!one!deals!with!individual!oral!practice!online!(Volle!
























This! feature! of! CALL! makes! the! choice! of! activity! theory! as! the! study’s! theoretical!
framework,! with! its! systemic! and! broad! scope,! and! a! localised! sociocultural! focus,! even!




boundaries!within! the! institution! along! the! lines! of! principles! outlined!by! leading! activityT
theoretical!researchers!(e.g.,!Engeström!and!Kärkäinen!1995)!might!be!a!way!forward.!In!this!
regard,!Blin’s!(2005,!2010;!see!also!Blin!and!Appel!2011)!work!juxtaposing!activity!theory!and!
CALL! (with! particular! emphasis! on! learner! autonomy)! is! also! relevant! and! has! been! duly!
considered!in!the!discussion!included!in!Chapter!3.!Let!us!turn!now!to!learner!autonomy.!
2.2! Autonomy,!self_access!and!independent!learning!
Although! many! researchers! would! not! agree! with! this,! selfTaccess! language! learning! has!
been! viewed! by! some! as! being! almost! synonymous! with! autonomous! language! learning!
(Benson! and! Voller! 1997:! 15),! making! autonomy! (measuring! it! and! promoting! it,! for!
instance)!a!central!concern!for!researchers!and!practitioners!(for!a!stateTofTtheTart!review!of!
the! literature! on! autonomy,! see!Benson!2007;! see!Blin! 2004! for! CALL! and! autonomy;! see!
Warschauer!and!Liaw!2011!for!a!more!recent!review!of!selfTaccess!learning!and!autonomy;!
see! Reinders! 2009! for! an! updated! list! of! references).! But! equating! selfTaccess! and!
autonomous! language! learning! has! been! problematic,! as! Esteve! et! al.! (2003)! and! Sinclair!
(2000),!amongst!others,!argue!very!effectively.!This! is! important!because,!as!Reinders!and!
Lázaro!(2007)!suggest,!focusing!on!autonomy!as!an!end!in!itself!could!make!us!lose!sight!of!














23)! it! pays! to! cultural! variability.! Blin! (2004)! too! supported! Benson’s! (2001)! demand! for!
empirical!studies!“addressing!the!social!and!cultural!context!underpinning!the!use!of!these!
[CALL]!technologies”!(Blin!2004:!381).!Holliday!(2003)!reinforces!this!idea!by!warning!of!the!
danger! of! falling! prey! to! cultural! reductionism! in! the! study! of! autonomy.! Assuming! that!
there!is!truth!in!Holliday’s!claim!that!“autonomy!resides!in!the!social!worlds!of!the!students,!
which! they! bring!with! them! from! their! lives! outside! the! classroom”! (Holliday! 2003:! 116),!
aiming!for!autonomy!understood!as!a!universal!that!bears!little!or!no!relation!to!the!cultures!
and!lives!of!the!learners!could!make!them!feel!alienated.!Additionally,!as!“foreign!language!
study! necessarily! involves! interTcultural! learning! and! a! challenge! to! culturallyTconditioned!
conceptions!of!the!self”!(Benson!2007:!25),!any!form!of!cultural!reductionism!could!be!seen!
as!threatening!and!fundamentally!compromise!their!chances!of!learning.!
On! a!more! positive! note,! research! on! autonomy! has! brought! to! the! fore! the! connection!
between!the!concept!of!autonomy!and!original!conceptions!of!a!democratic!society!(Benson!
2007:! 31),! with! the! goal! of! attaining! a! “democratic! social! ideal”! (White! 2005:! 165T166)!
through!more!democratic,!learnerTcentred!processes!(Warschauer!1999:!11).!If!we!take!that!
to! mean! pushing! for! greater! equality,! power! sharing! must! be! considered:! “True! learner!
empowerment! consists! of! the! ‘freedom! to! learn’! (see! Rogers! 1969)! outside! the! teaching!





lines,! Freire! (1970)! argued! in! favour! of! the! wellTknown! ‘pedagogy! of! the! oppressed’! to!
liberate!and!empower!underprivileged!groups.!
Coming!from!a!slightly!different!context,!White!(1997)!reinforces!the!same!idea:!!





“learners! taking! responsibility! for! their! own! learning! and! developing! effective! learning!





understanding! that! any! learning! is! embedded! in! sociocultural! practices! (Little! 1994)! is!
needed!to!research!how!learners!make!sense!of!their!learning!experience,!as!opposed!to!the!
meaning! of! independent! learning! that! researchers! may! attempt! to! impose! on! them.! For!
instance,! in! studies! by! Reinders! and! Lázaro! (2007),! and! Reinders! and! Cotterall! (2001)!
learners! are! depicted! as! misunderstanding! independent! learning! or! having! a! shallow!
awareness!of!the!concept,!respectively.!Perhaps!the!learners!do!make!sense!for!themselves!
of! the! learning! they!experience! in! the! selfTaccess! centre,! but!not! in! the!way! the! teachers!





the!sake!of! it.! It! is! for! that! reason! that! this! study!pursues!an! interest! in! the!nature!of! the!
language!learning!activity!of!participants!in!the!study!(see!Chapter!3!for!research!questions).!









task! is,! the!concept!of! task! in!ELT!must!be!discussed.!Ellis! (2003)!and!Bygate!et!al.! (2001)!
have! provided! particularly! thorough! and! insightful! accounts.! More! recently,! Oxford’s!
overview!of!taskTbased!teaching!and!learning!(Oxford!2006)!has!established!itself!as!a!very!
useful! reference,! whilst! Samuda! and! Bygate! (2008)! have! addressed! controversial! issues!
regarding! the! use! of! tasks! in! second! language! learning,! teaching! and! research.! Some!









for! those!who! undertake! the! task.! ‘Task’! is! therefore! assumed! to! refer! to! a!
range! of! workplans! which! have! the! overall! purpose! of! facilitating! language!
learning! –! from! the! simple! and! brief! exercise! type! to! more! complex! and!
lengthy!activities.”!








“An! activity! which! requires! learners! to! use! language,! with! emphasis! on!
meaning,!to!attain!an!objective.”!
Ellis!(2003:!3)! “’Tasks’!are!activities!that!call!for!primarily!meaningTfocused!language!use.”!
Klapper!(2003:!35)! “Tasks! [...]! are! meaning! based! activities! closely! related! to! learners’! actual!
communicative! needs! and! with! some! realTworld! relationship,! in! which!
learners! have! to! achieve! a! genuine! outcome! (solve! a! problem,! reach! a!




the! task! as! a! unit! of! analysis.! Firstly,!with! the! exception!of! Breen’s! definition,! all! of! them!
define!task!as!an!activity!(or!activities),!providing!no!clear! indication!of!how!they! interpret!
the! concept! of! activity.! Presumably! activity! is! used! in! opposition! to! exercise,! where! the!
former!involves!communication!and!the!latter!may!be!more!of!a!discrete,!drillTtype!piece!of!
language!work,!lacking!purpose!or!direction!towards!an!outcome!(Oxford!2006);!only!Breen!
leaves!room!for!an!exercise! type!to!be!considered!a! task! too.!Secondly,! it! is! indeed!worth!






with! what! learners! do! with! tasks.! In! contrast,! Prabhu’s! (1987)! definition! above! assumes!
teacher! control! over! the! task.! Unless! the! learners! are! given! a! voice,! designerToriented!
definitions!may! yield! results! that! are!oneTsided,! losing! sight! of! the!dynamic! structure! and!
processes! involved! in! the! language! learning! activity.! Consequently,! in! this! particular! study!







rather!what!people!do!with! tasks! that! generates! learning:! “tasks! –!or! rather! the!activities!
that!comprise!participants’!task!performances!–!serve!as!a!form!of!mediation!that!can!bring!
about! learning”! (Ellis! 2003:! 178;! added! emphasis).! Ellis! himself! specifically! uses! the! term!
“the! activity”! (Ellis! 2003:! 180)! later! referring! to!what! people! do!with! tasks,! as! do!Oxford!
(2006)! and! Beetham! (2007).! In! short,! “[t]he! task! represents! what! the! researcher! (or! the!
instructor)!would!like!the!learner!to!do,!and!activity!is!what!the!learner!actually!does.!Thus,!
activity! is! how! learners,! as! agents,! construct! the! task.”! (Roebuck! 2000:! 84).! This! view! is!
consistent!with! the!definition!of!activity!as!“the!purposeful! interaction!of! the!subject!with!










effective! learning! instruments! because! of! the! rich! activity! that! they! can! bring! about.! The!
issue!here! is! that! a!primary! focus!on! task!would! simply!be! too!narrow! to!account! for! the!
complex!processes!operating!in!the!language!learning!activity.!!




between! pedagogy! and! research”.! But! again,! tasks! are! just! tools;! what! matters! is! how!
people! (the! researcher! and! the! learners! as! participants)! make! sense! of! tools! and! other!









as! both! the! result! of! (and! resulting! in)! culturalThistorical! practices! occurring! in! society! at!
large.!This!is!not!a!laboratory!stimulusTresponse!type!of!study.!The!assumption!here!is!that!
individuals! are! inextricably! embedded! in! society! and! social! practices! and! that! there! is! no!










conscious! decisions! stemming! from!motives! and!directed! towards! achieving! certain! goals.!
Activity! theory!might! be! an! adequate! theoretical! framework! to! study! individual! language!
learners!because!it!allows!for!an!allTencompassing,!detailed!analysis!of!a!number!of!features!








This! chapter! has! covered! a! number! of! key! research! areas! (CALL,! CAL,! CMC,! HCI,! activity!
theory,! systems! theory! and! learning! autonomy)! and! concepts! (language! learning! activity,!
affordances,! teachback,! gestures,! LGCs,! PLEs,! tasks,! independent! learning,! disturbances,!
contradictions!and!learners)!from!the!literature!most!related!to!the!study.!In!so!doing,!some!
main! arguments! have!been!built! to! serve! as! foundations!of! the! study.! To! summarise,! the!
study!is!about!learners!and!their!learning,!not!about!the!impact!of!technology!on!them.!As!
learners!make!sense!of! the! task!presented! to! them!they!move!away! from!expectations!of!
the!teacherTdesigner!and!these!discrepancies!are!set!as!entry!points!to!the!analysis!that!will!
lead! to! deeper! interpretation! of! systemic! and! socioculturallyTdetermined! contradictions.!
Focusing!on!discrepancies!between!teaching!plans!and!expectations,!and!learner!behaviour!
can! create! opportunities! for! selfTreflection! and! contribute! to! understanding! the! learners’!
best! interest,!which!might!not!necessarily! coincide!with! the! teacher’s!best! intentions.!The!
activityTtheoretical!approach!is!expected!to!overcome!the!tendency!of!CALL!to!focus!on!the!
effectiveness! of! technological! artefacts! and! focus! instead! on! the! technologyTmediated!
language!learning!activity!(for!now!established!as!the!unit!of!analysis).!This!view!is!supported!
by! CALL! researchers! (in! the! absence! of! ‘native’! theories)! and! others! from! relevant! fields.!
Behind! this! kind! of! endorsement! is! a! widespread! preoccupation! with! the! importance! of!




















concepts,! such! as! private! speech,! internalisation! and! externalisation,! and! the! zone! of!








“such! talk! seems! to! function! as! a! proxy! for! social! talk”.! Lantolf! (1999)! claims! that! private!
speech!contains! language! that! learners!have! internalised! from!their!environment.!Further,!









view! (1987)! challenges! this! notion! by! suggesting! that! the! process! is! a! twoTway! one,!
consisting! of! internalisation! and! externalisation,! in! line! with! his! view! that! individuals! are!






authors! (e.g.,! SavilleTTroike! 1988;! Ohta! 2001)! as! being! “the! meeting! point! between! the!
social!and!the!individual![...]!an!audible!link!between!the!individual’s!social!and!inner!worlds”!
(Ohta!2001:!13);! thus,! it!deserves!and!receives!due!attention! in!this!study,!as! it! is!possible!
that!“private!speech!illuminates!language!learning!in!process”!(Ohta!2001:!28).!!
To! sum! up,! private! speech! is! seen! as! having! a! bearing! on! both! internalisation! and!
externalisation!processes.!It!belongs!to!a!continuum!that!begins!with!social!speech!and!ends!







Related! to! this! is! the! concept! of! higher! psychological! functions,! as! opposed! to! natural!
psychological! functions! (Vygotsky! 1987).! Beyond! natural! psychological! functions! (e.g.,!
memory,! perception)! we! can! develop! higher! psychological! functions,! such! as! solving!
mathematical!problems!or!reading!maps,!through!social!contact!using!culturally!constructed!
artefacts!as!mediators.!Thus,!an!external!process!such!as!navigating!using!a!map!can!become!
an! internal!one!when!the!navigation! is!done! ‘in!the!head’!using!no!map.!Another!example!
could! be! that! of! reading! out! loud!which! is! an! intermediary! stage!while! reading! silently! is!
being! mastered! (although! a! proficient! ‘silent’! reader! may! occasionally! read! out! loud,! for!
example,!to!achieve!higher!levels!of!concentration!when!faced!with!complex!tasks).!!
Internalisation!is!a!process!where!movement!occurs!from!the!social!world!to!the!individual!
world,! from! the! external! to! the! internal,! from! the! interpsychological! to! the!
intrapsychological.!Vygotsky!was!convinced!that!anything!that!exists!in!an!individual’s!mind!
must!have!existed!out!of! it! first,! that! is,!before! it! lives! ‘in!the!head’! it! lived! in!an!external,!
social!context.!!
3.2! The!zone!of!proximal!development!!
This! leads! us! on! to! Vygotsky’s! seminal! concept! of! the! zone! of! proximal! development.!
Vygotsky!argues!that! learners!are!usually!assessed! in!terms!of!their!capacity!to!solve!tasks!
















in! the! coming! pages.! Revolving! around! the! concept! are! the! research! methodology,! data!
collection! and! analysis! methods! and! instruments,! including! the! CALL! task! used! to! gather!
data.! They!are!all! built!upon!principles!of! activity! theory! (also! known!as! culturalThistorical!
activity!theory!or!CHAT),!which!originated!in!Marx’s!culturalThistorical!materialism!and!was!
developed! by! Vygotsky,! Leontiev! and! their! colleagues! within! the! culturalThistorical!
psychological!tradition!in!Russia!in!the!1920s!and!1930s.!!
The!following!subsections!describe!the!activity!theory!framework!used!in!the!study!and!its!









of! ‘atomising’! the! phenomenon,! in! this! case! the! language! learning! activity,! by! breaking! it!
into!smaller!pieces,!losing!sight!of!the!whole!picture!that!emerges!when!it!is!analysed!in!its!





“A! unit! of! life,!mediated! by! psychic! reflection,! the! real! function! of! which! is! that! it!
orients!the!subject!in!the!objective!world.![...]![It!is]!not!a!reaction!and!not!a!totality!of!
reactions! but! a! system! that! has! a! structure,! its! own! internal! transitions! and!
transformations,!its!own!development.”!
(Leontiev!1989:!50)!






SoTcalled! firstPgeneration! activity! theory! (Engeström! 2001)! focuses! on! three! hierarchical!
levels!of!data!analysis:!the!activity,!actions!and!operations.!As!shown!below,!activity!is!driven!
by! needs! that! account! for! a! general!motivation.! For! instance,! borrowing! Leontiev’s! wellT
known!example,!in!a!hunting!activity,!the!need!for!food!is!behind!the!hunters’!motivation!to!
obtain! a! prey.! Nonetheless,! hunters!may! perform!actions! that! are! not! directly! related! to!








relation! to! the! chronological! time! of! the! actions! involved! in! completing! the! task;!
subsequently,!the!tendency!is!towards!analysis!and!interpretation!of!the!data!in!relation!to!
the! overall! activity! (of! language! learning,! in! this! case),! subject! to! a! chronotopeTlike! (see!
Bakhtin! 1981,! and! Brown! and! Renshaw! 2006)! or! holographic! dimension! of! time! where!















Within! activity! theory,! human! activity! is! seen! as! a! process! of! interaction! between!human!








The! assumption! within! activity! theory! is! that! any! activity! is! the! activity! of! a! subject! (an!




“the! ability! to! construct! and! transform! independently! one’s! own! life! activity”! (Davydov,!
Slobodchikov!and!Tsukerman!2003:!63,!cited!in!Engeström!2005:!3T4).!A!relevant!example!is!
that! of! a! learner!who! needs! to! learn! English.! Let! us! assume,! from! the! teacherTdesigner’s!
perspective,! that! the! learner! is! the! subject! and! learning! English! the! object! directing! the!
individual’s!actions.!The!individual’s!needs!account!for!an!underlying!motive!that!determines!















(as!opposed! to!nonThuman!activity,! such!as! that!of!animals!and!machines)! is!mediated!by!
artefacts,!which!are!culturally,!historically!and!socially!produced!and!reproduced,!by!means!
of! complex! and!multidimensional! relationships.! This! is! illustrated! in! Fig.! 4! below! (p.! 54).!
Lantolf! (2000:!1)!states!that!“the!most! fundamental!concept! in!sociocultural! theory! is! that!
the!human!mind!is!mediated”!(original!emphasis).!Such!mediation!occurs!as!a!result!of!social!
activity.!According! to!Ellis! (2003:!176),! that!mediation! involves!“(1)!mediation!by!others! in!
social! interaction;! (2)! mediation! by! self! through! private! speech;! and! (3)! mediation! by!
artifacts,!for!example!tasks!and!technology”.!My!initial!focus!lies!primarily!in!the!latter!two!








No!distinction!has!been!made! in! this! thesis!between!tools!and!artefacts.!Mediation! is!also!
conducted!by!means!of!linguistic!signs,!that!is,!through!language!in!verbal!interaction.!Thus,!
sociocultural! theory! sees! language! learning! as! “dialogically! based”! (Ellis! 2003:! 176).! The!
monologic!type!of!interaction!–!such!as!the!one!resulting!from!the!task!used!in!this!study!–!
could!be!seen!as!incompatible!with!this!view!of!language!learning.!Against!this!notion,!Ellis!



































(1)! The! activity! system! is! taken! as! the! main! unit! of! analysis.! Actions! and! operations! are!




carry! their! histories! and!have!different! labour! roles! assigned! to! them.!Artefacts! and! rules!












(societal! value)! of! commodities.! Contradictions! generate! external! manifestations,! such! as!
disturbances!and!conflicts.!









operations! that! respond! to! certain! given! conditions! (see!Fig.! 2! above,! p.! 51).! As! Leontiev!
showed! (1978,! 1981)! and! Engeström! (1987)! subsequently! reiterated,! actions! can! become!
activities,!and!the!latter!can!become!actions.!In!other!words,!one!must!track!the!movement!
from!the! individual!to!the!collective,!and!vice!versa,!although!the!focus!must!remain!upon!
the! activity! because! “we! may! well! speak! of! the! activity! of! the! individual,! but! never! of!







specific! tools! and! resources,! orientated! towards! specific! outcomes”! (Beetham! 2007:! 28).!
However,! equating! learning! activity!with! interaction! seems! limiting! and! therefore,! in! this!
thesis,!in!line!with!Engeström’s!definition!(2008)!included!earlier!in!this!chapter!(p.!49),!the!
learning! activity! will! instead! be! seen! as! a! collective! system! with! complex! mediational!
processes.!The!outcomes!are!expected!to!be!learning!outcomes.!!








This! useful! representation! could! be! expanded! by! including! additional! details! and! aspects!
such!as!expected!learning!outcomes!for!particular!contexts.!It!can!be!assumed!that!teaching!
materials! include! reference!materials! (e.g.,! dictionaries! and! grammar!books).!Under! rules,!
rules!of!grammaticality!of!the!L2!could!be!added.!Finally,!the!inclusion!of!lecturers!and!tutors!
as!part!of!the!learning!community!is!sensible!but!whether!or!not!learners!and!teachers!share!
the! same! objectives! would! have! to! be! explored! using! third! generation! activity! theory!
principles!(Engeström!2001).!Third!generation!activity!theory!has!brought! in!an!element!of!
interaction!between!different!activity! systems.! From! this!perspective,! the! typical! language!
teaching!activity!system!can!be!represented!alongside!the!typical!language!learning!activity!
system! through! empirical! analysis! and! then! the! two! can! then! be! compared! in! search! of!
possible! contradictions! between! the! systems! whose! analysis! could! lead! to! the! coT
construction!of!a!shared!object.!However,!bearing!in!mind!the!focus!on!the!learning!activity!
and! the! lack!of! longitudinal! learning!and! teaching!activity!data,!exploring!clashes!between!
activity!systems!has!taken!a!secondary!role!in!the!study.!Finally,!peers!who!are!not!attending!
the!course!could!be!included!as!part!of!the!community.!
In! my! representation! of! a! typical! language! learning! activity! system! (see! Fig.! 7,! p.! 60),!
questions!have!been!added!to!the!elements!in!the!system,!descriptions!have!been!modified!
and! some! additions! have! been! made.! This! follows! Mwanza’s! (2002)! eightTstep! model!
approach,!albeit!with! some!differences,! such!as! the! type!of!questions!asked.! In!Mwanza’s!
case!these!tend!to!be!more!specific!and!detailed!whilst!they!are!more!general!and!open!in!








is! doing! the! learning! activity?’! The! object! is! represented! with! the! question! ‘What! is! the!
learner!doing!and!why?’!because!the!motivation!for!the!learner!is!assumed!to!reside!in!the!
object! (e.g.,!engaging! in!L2! tasks,! such!as! recording!a!video!presentation,!or! taking!part! in!
courses! aimed!at! learning! the! language!or! developing! as! a! learner).! Yet,! the!object! is! not!




set! of! implicit! and! explicit! rules! (e.g.,! societal! conventions,! grammaticality! and! task!

















































‘Who! is! doing!what?’! Given! the! importance! of! contextual! features,! historical! aspects,! the!
learning!environment!and!learner!background,!a!circle!has!been!added!to!frame!the!activity!
which!refers!to! ‘When!and!where! is! the!activity!taking!place?’,! that! is,! to!the!sociocultural!
and!historical!aspects!of!the!activity,!its!processes!and!its!elements.!
In! light! of! the! above! activityTtheoretical! principles,! it! is! now! possible! to! formulate! a!
definition! of! the! language! learning! activity! as! a! pedagogicallyTmediated! collective! system!
oriented!towards!engaging!with!the!target! language! in!pursuit!of!specific! language! learner!
and!language!learning!development!outcomes.!The!collective!nature!of!the!system!makes!it!
possible!to!talk!of!the! language!learning!activity!of!individual!learners!but!not!of! individual!
language! learning! activity! (see! above! in! this! chapter! for! details).! The! language! learning!
activity!can!be!mediated!by!means!of!a!CALL!task,! that! is,!a!socioculturallyTsensitive!digital!
tool! designed! to!mediate! language! learning! activity.! From! this! perspective,! the! CALL! task!
ideally! engages! learners! with! an! overall! language! learning! motive! and! objective,! specific!
goals!and!a!set!of!outcomes,!and!affords!learners!adequate!technologyTmediated!access!to!
input,! guidance,! additional! tools,! rules! and! a! language! learning! community! in! order! to!
promote! internalisation!and!externalisation!of!new! language!within! their! zone!of!proximal!












Following! on! from! the! discussion! at! the! end! of!Chapter! 2! (see! Section! 2.3,! pp.! 37T40)! of!
discrepancies!between!what!teachers!plan!and!what!learners!do!with!tasks,!it!can!be!argued!
that! such! discrepancies! are! captured! by! Engeström! and! Sannino’s! (2011)! concept! of!
disturbances.!These!are!defined!as!“deviations! from!the!normal!scripted!course!of!events”!
(Engeström!and!Sannino!2011:!372;!see!also!Engeström!2008)!that!“interrupt!the!fluent!flow!
of!work”! (Helle! 2000:! 87T88),! that! is,! language! learning!work,! in! this! case.! ‘Scripts’,!which!
have!been!defined!as!“routinized!patterns!of!performing!and!interacting”!(Engeström!2008:!
26),!are!not!entirely!relevant!to!this!study!because!the!unit!of!analysis!is!an!activity!system!
associated! with! one! language! task! only,! not! with! a! whole! course,! for! instance,! in! which!
routines! or! patterns! could! emerge.! But! disturbances,! generally! regarded! as! a! valuable!
analytical! construct! because! they! “offer! a! potentially! powerful! lens! for! understanding! the!








(2010)! ‘focus! shifts’! or! ‘disruptions’! and! Roebuck's! (2000)! ‘shifts’,! can! reveal! teachers'!
misconceptions! about! learners,! point! to! external! manifestations! of! potential! deep!
contradictions! in! the! activity! system! (the! language! learning! activity! system! as! it! has! been!
modelled,! in! this! case),! or! to! deviations! from! learners'! routinised! practice! in! longitudinal!
studies.! In! turn,! contradictions! are! crucial! in! activity! theory! because! they! are! regarded! as!
“[the]! source! of! development”! (Blin! 2010:! 181),! and! development! plays! a! key! role! in! the!
theory.!!
External! manifestations! of! contradictions! (e.g.,! disturbances)! are! observable! but! only!
derivative!in!nature.!These!manifestations!may!or!may!not!be!linked!to!contradictions,!but!
they!are!not! the!contradictions! themselves.! For!example,!a! learner!whose!actions!break!a!
routine!or!pattern!thus!deviating!from!typical!behaviour!can!be!manifesting!a!deepTrooted!
contradiction! in! a! given! system,! but! not! in! another.! External! manifestations! can! take!
different! forms! (e.g.,! conflicts,! resistance,! critical! incidents,! turning! points,! dilemmas! and!
double! binds)! and! are! typically! classified! (e.g.,! according! to! a! scale,! as! in! Engeström! and!
Sannino! 2011)! in! an! effort! to! track! and! identify! links! to! contradictions! in! the! system.!





















To! conclude! this! chapter! let! us! summarise! the! main! concepts! presented! above! and!
introduce! the! research! questions! that! this! study! of! the! language! learning! activity! of!
individuals!using!online!tasks!tries!to!address.!!
To!start!with,!the!concept!of!private!speech!has!been!presented!and!the!case!has!been!made!
for! its!considerable!research!potential,!not! least! in!helping!to!account!for!key!processes!of!
internalisation! and! externalisation! of! new! language.! Higher! psychological! functions!
(Vygotsky! 1987)! and! a! definition!of!Vygostky’s! (1978)! zone!of! proximal! development! have!
also!been!accounted! for.! The! chapter!has!emphasised!and! justified! the! importance!of! the!
activity! construct! in! the! study.! Progressively! the! activity,! the! learning! activity! and! the!
language!learning!activity!have!been!described!and!defined!by!means!of!visual!models!of!the!
relevant! systems.! The! relevant! processes! (e.g.,! activity,! action! and! operation;! orientation;!
motivation;! agency;! mediation)! and! elements! (subject,! object,! tools,! community,! rules,!





relevance! of! the! concept! of! contradictions! and! how! these! can! potentially! manifest!
themselves!as!disturbances.!
The! validity! of! activity! theory! (also! known! as! culturalThistorical! activity! theory,! or! CHAT)!
resides! in! the! fact! that! it! takes! a! holistic,! thorough! and! systematic! approach! to! analysis,!
which!has!not!always!been!present!in!CALL!studies,!as!Blin!(2005)!has!argued.!Its!use!in!this!
study!is!consistent!with!a!desire!to!probe!the!initial!hypothesis!that!some!language!learners!




using! a! sociocultural! theoretical! framework! such! as! activity! theory! is! the! fact! that! in! the!
Vygotskian! tradition! language! development! is! seen! as! inextricably! linked! to! sociocultural!
interaction,!which! is! the!necessary!precursor!of!any! internalisation!and!production!of!new!
language!(Wertsch!2008).!!
As! the! reader! can! see! below,! the! resulting! research! questions! revolve! around! two! main!
research! foci!which!have!been!described!and! justified!earlier! in! the! thesis,! that! is,! (1)! the!
nature!of! the! language! learning!activity!and! (2)! its! contradictions.!The! research!questions,!
shown!below,!have!evolved!over!the!course!of!the!last!three!years!in!two!significant!ways,!






















challenges! when! trying! to! operationalise! activity! theory.! To! account! for! this,! the! chapter!
begins!with!a!short!section!charting!the!transition!from!activity!theory!to!methodology,!from!
theory!to!practice.!After!presenting!the!context!(i.e.,!institution,!language!learning!within!the!
institution!and!participants),! the! research! setting!and! the! task!used! in! the! study,! research!
methods!are!accounted!for,! including!technical!and!dataTpreparation!challenges,!especially!






the! process! of! being! fully! operationalized! (Mwanza! 2002;! Nardi! 1996b;! Engeström! 1993,!
2003).! It! offers! “conceptual! tools! and! methodological! principles,! which! have! to! be!
concretized!according!to!the!specific!nature!of!the!object!under!scrutiny”!(Engeström!1993:!
97).! In! other!words,! the!methodology! and!methods! to! apply! the! theory! in! practical!ways!
have!to!be!built! in!a!fairly!ad!hoc!fashion!for!different!fields!and!different!studies.!This!has!
advantages! in! that! the! theory! provides! flexibility! to! build! tools! suited! to! particular!


























are! always! connected! to! processes,! disturbances! and! ultimately! systemic! contradictions!
through!subsequent!layers!of!analysis,! interpretation!and!discussion.!This!tendency!is!most!
obvious,! for! instance,! in! the! different!ways! data!was! prepared! and! analysed,! from! larger!
data!transcripts!(see!Appendix!5,!p.!291)!to!smaller!learner!profiles!(see!Appendix!3,!p.!283)!
and! back.! Modelling! the! language! learning! activity! generally! (see! Chapter! 3)! and! for! the!
purposes!of! this! study! (see!below! in! this! chapter)!has!also!been!a!way!of!operationalising!
theory.!Additionally,!the!use!of!various!data!collection!methods!recommended!by!Nardi!has!





long! timeframe! for! the! study! was! to! follow! Engeström’s! advice! and! trace! the! historical!
development!and!genesis!of! the! learning!activity!under! investigation!and!the!best!method!
available!was!deemed!to!be!a!culturalThistorical!analysis!of!the!institution!following!culturalT









participatory!approach!underpinned!by!activity! theory!was!adopted! in!preparation! for! the!
pilot!study.!The!focus!was!on!learners!and!how!they!interacted!with!a!CALL!task,!and!on!the!





experiment!had! to!be! recorded! from!various!angles! to! capture! the! interaction! in!as!much!
detail!as!possible,!which!made! it!necessary! to!resort! to!multiple! technological!solutions! to!
track!audio,!video!and!computer!activity!in!a!reliable!fashion.!Additionally,!given!the!interest!
in! the!whole! learning! activity! system! and! the! focus! on! the! learner,! stimulated! recall! (SR)!
sessions! to! probe! experiment! observations! were! held! too,! giving! rise! to! another! set! of!
technological!challenges!to!be!faced,!as!described!below.!!
Needless! to! say,! apart! from! methodological! considerations,! the! pilot! study! also! led! to! a!
number!of!valuable!preliminary!findings!and!theoretical! insights.!Yet,!as!this!is!only!a!short!








participants,! addressed,! at! least! in! part,! this! potential! shortcoming! and! aimed! for! greater!
generalisability.!Although!10!participants!still!made!a!small!sample,!the!hope!was!that!in!this!
case! less! could! be!more,! for! various! reasons.! For! instance,! such! a! small! scale! allowed! for!
greater!and!deeper!concentration!on!just!a!few!aspects!and!left!room!for!the!unexpected!to!
emerge!in!the!research!(see!Coates!2004!for!an!example!of!the!benefits!and!constraints!of!
working!with!a! small! sample!based!on!her!earlier! study! (Coates!2002)).!More! significantly!
perhaps,! almost! from! the! outset! the! strategy!was! to! prepare! a! fertile! research! ground! in!
which!to!take!up!questions!and!findings!arising!from!this!study!subsequently!in!largerTscale!
projects,! as! has! been! the! case! already,! at! least! in! this! local! context! (see! Chapter! 7! for!
details).!
4.3! Context!










recently! (1945).! Its! autonomous! status! is! even! more! recent! (1994)! and! becoming! fully!
autonomous!is!still!an!aspiration!clearly!apparent!in!its!mission!statement,!where!there!are!
four! references! to! ‘free(dom)’.! This! study! was! born! in! the! midst! of! a! number! of!
organisational! changes! affecting! the! institution! at! the! time,! particularly! the! expansion! of!
selfTaccess!centres!that!led!to!the!creation!of!the!centre!where!the!research!was!conducted!
in! 2009.! The! scarcity! of! knowledge! available! on! the! local! practices! and! experiences! of!
language! learning! in! a! selfTaccess! environment,! especially! as! far! as! technology!mediation!
was!concerned,!was!partly!responsible!for!the!motivation!behind!the!research!interest.!!
The!University!of!Guanajuato!is!the!largest!public!higher!education!provider!in!the!state!of!
Guanajuato,!with! a! student! population! of! around! 18,000! and! approximately! 700! fullTtime!
lecturers!(2010!data).!As!for!the!geographical!context,!Guanajuato!is!a!fairly!large!(30,000!sq!
km),! fairly! rural! (30%!of!population! live! in! rural! areas)!developing! state!of!Mexico,!whose!




production!plants!and!one!of! the!biggest!oil! refineries! in! the!country.!The!creation!of! this!
refinery! in! 1950! triggered! great! economic! development! in! the! city! of! Salamanca! and! the!
foundation!of! FIMEE! (as!DICIS!was! formerly! known)! a! few! years! later,! in! 1964,! as! a! highT





In! this! industrial! environment,! it! is! perhaps! unsurprising! to! find! topTdown,! productionT
oriented! practices! within! the! institution,! which! both! reflect! widespread! mass! production!
systems! in! the!economic!model!of! the! state!and! impact!on! the!behaviour!of! learners!and!
practitioners!who!tend!to!prioritise!speed!and!results!over!quality!and!reflection.!
Despite! selfTevident!economic!progress,! the!area! is!also!characterized!by!a! lack!of! reliable!
telecommunications.! For!wider!economic!and!political! reasons,! the! institution! is! caught! in!
between! unsatisfactory! provision! from! the! Internet! service! provider! (ISP)! and! the! lack! of!
expertise!to!run!its!own!infrastructure,!which!results!in!poor!and!intermittent!connectivity.!!
At! the! time!of! the! study,! the!provision!of! education!and!health! care! in! the! state!was! still!
deficient,! contributing! to! an! extremely! low!percentage! of! university! graduates! (1%!of! the!






the! form! of! continuing! education! courses.! In! 2000,! the! Language! Centre! opened! in! the!
institution’s!main! site.!At! the!Engineering!Division! (DICIS)!where! the! study!was! conducted!
languages!were!formally!taught!for!the!first!time! in!1996.!Some!informal!classes!had!been!




French! language! courses! have! continuously! been! offered! since,! all! of! them! creditTbearing!
but! optional.! All! the! academic! programmes! offered! at! DICIS! have! an! English! language!
graduation! requirement! (i.e.,! an! intermediate!or!higherTintermediate!TOEFL! test! score).! In!
spite!of! infrastructural! deficiencies! and! limited! resources,! the!number!of! English! language!
courses!offered!to!students!has!doubled!between!2009!and!2012!(the!period!of!the!study),!
from!six!to!12!groups,!and!now!includes!higher!levels!that!were!not!offered!initially.!In!total,!
in!the! last!term!of!2012,!six!English! language!teachers!(again,!double!the!number! involved!
initially)!provided!tuition!to!close!to!300!hundred!students.!No!courses!to!members!of!the!
general!public!were!being!offered!at!the!time!of!writing,!but!the!university!was!covering!this!
demand! with! a! continuing! education! centre! in! the! city! centre.! The! methodology! was!
communicative!and!the!teachers!were!mostly!nonTnative!speakers.!Compulsory!selfTaccess!
centre! use,! involving! a! number! of! hours! to! be! spent! in! the! centre! as! part! of! their! final!
assessment! grade,!was! introduced! in! language! courses! 2011! and! had! been! kept! by! some!




provisional,! nonTpurposeTbuilt! space! on! the! thirdTfloor! of! the! Engineering! Building! at! the!
time!of!writing!and!was!ascribed!to!DICIS,!which!is!part!of!the!University!of!Guanajuato.!In!






The! part! of! the! University! that! accommodates! the! selfTaccess! centre! is! located! in! an!
uninhabited,! semiarid! hilltop! area! almost! 2,000! metres! above! sea! level,! about! two!
kilometres!away!from!a!rural!community!at!the!foot!of!the!hill!and!five!kilometres!away!from!










































The! task! that! I! designed! required! the! learners! to! introduce! themselves! on! video!working!
individually! with! only! limited! teacher! support.! In! principle,! it! led! to! a! communicative!
outcome!and!had!a! strong!meaning! focus.! The!design!aimed! to!engage! learners! in!a! realT
world! instance! of! language! use! involving! the! four! skills! and! use! of! higher! psychological!
functions.! Efforts! were! made! to! imbue! the! task! with! language! learning! potential! and! to!
make! it! fit! for! learners,!despite! the!practical!difficulties! involved! in! implementing! it! in! the!
local! context.! As! pressure! was! mounting! locally! to! offer! distance! and! online! language!




the! level! of! preparedness! of! learners! to! embrace! new! forms! of! learning! languages.! The!
future! language! learning! courses!were! likely! to! follow! a! taskTbased! approach! and! include!
online! features,! and! both! aspects,! along! with! learner! interest! in! speaking! practice,!
determined! the! design! of! the! task! to! some! extent,! because! the! task! and! the! study!were!
regarded!as!precursors!of!future!developments!in!the!area!of!languages.!!
In! terms! of! design,! the! task! consisted! of! six! sections! and! had! some! support! features!
embedded,!as!follows:!




Before! you! start:! This! is! a! threeTquestion! survey! exploring! the! learners’! expectations,!
feelings! and! motives! as! they! are! about! to! introduce! themselves! on! video.! Learners! are!
encouraged!to!be!honest!about!their!answers!rather!to!say!what!they!should! ideally!think,!
feel! or! do.! Automated! feedback! is! offered! for! each! question! to! provide! guidance! and!
support! especially! around! the! topic! of! ‘introductions’.! Learners! are!made! to! reflect! about!
the!video!format!as!a!medium!to!introduce!themselves.!Uneasiness!is!anticipated!and!some!
supportive!tips!are!given!to!counteract!this.!!
Stage! 1:! Learners! are! asked! to!watch! a! YouTube! video!where! a!US! college! student,! Sam,!



















access! resources! in! case! the! learners! want! to! have! some! practice! with! the! highlighted!
linguistic!aspects.!Finally,!learners!are!told!that!it!is!time!for!them!to!rehearse!and!introduce!
themselves!on!video!by!using!the!software!and!hardware!provided.!
Stage! 3:! Review:! This! interactive! questionnaire! poses! four! questions! intended! to! explore!





onto! YouTube! (admittedly! before! they! are! given! feedback! on! it! and! the! chance! to!make!
corrections)! and! they! are! required! to! submit! the! video! to! the! teacher! via! Blackboard! or!
Moodle!in!order!to!have!it!revised!and!get!some!feedback.!
Help:!This! is!a!nonTinteractive!space!offering!learners!options!to!get!support,!such!as!using!
(online)! dictionaries,! chatting! with! the! teacher! online! (via! Blackboard,! FlashMeeting! or!
Skype),!using!selfTaccess!resources!and!asking!a!friend!for!help.!
The! task! was! made! available! on! the! local! institution’s! official! electronic! platform,!
Blackboard,!in!the!pilot!study!(see!Fig.!9!above,!p.!76)!and!on!the!Open!University’s!MoodleT
based! OpenLearn! platform! for! the! main! study! (see! Fig.! 10! below,! p.! 80)! for! reasons!
presented!later!on!in!this!chapter.!In!the!pilot!study!participants!were!already!familiar!with!
the!platform,!whereas!main!study!participants!had!been!given!one! training!session!before!
using! the!OpenLearn’s! VLE! and! some! of! its! learning! tools! in! the!main! study.! The!Moodle!



















This! particular! task!presents! the! learners!with! a! clear!
outline!of!the!workplan!and!is!meant!to!push!them!to!






Learners! must! have! the! opportunity!
to! be! language! users.! The! task!must!
incorporate! some! kind! of! info! gap.!
The! task! indicates! the! content,! but!
the! actual! language! to! be! used!
remain! the! learners’! choice.!
However,! tasks! can! focus! on! form!
too,! constraining! users! to! use! a!
certain!grammatical!structure.!!
Although!some!grammatical! (Blackboard!version!only)!
and! phonetic! aspects! of! the! input! receive! attention,!
the!main!focus!of!the!task!is!firmly!placed!on!meaning!
(comprehension!and!production).!An!info!gap!exists!in!
the!Quiz:! Sam’s! video! section! (learners! have! to! draw!
the! main! ideas! from! the! input! video).! Although! the!
focus!is!on!some!linguistic!forms!in!the!task,!eventually!







The!task!may! involve! learners! in!real!
or!artificial!activity,!but!the!processes!
of! language! use! that! result! from!
performing! a! task! will! reflect! those!
that! occur! in! realTworld!
communication.!






A! task! may! require! dialogic! or!
monologic!language!use.!!
Monologic! language!use!of! a! presentational! nature! is!
required!in!this!case,!although!it!could!be!argued!that!
simulated! or! imaginary! dialogue! is! encouraged! and!
may!arise!in!the!minds!of!the!learners.!‘Real’!dialogue!
can! also! emerge! if! learners! post! their! videos! online!
and!YouTube!users!are!inspired!to!comment!on!them.!







For! instance,! selecting,! classifying,!
ordering,! reasoning,! and! evaluating!
information.!
A! wide! range! of! higherTorder! mental! functions! are!
required! in! various! sections,! such! as! in! Stage! 3:!







The! workplan! stipulates! the! nonT
linguistic! predicted! outcome! of! the!
task! (the! product! of! the! activity! for!
learners,!e.g.!a!poster).!The!predicted!
product! can! be! open! (several!
possibilities!accepted)!or!closed!(one!
correct!solution!only).!
The! predicted! outcome! or! product! of! this! particular!
task!is!a!selfTmade!video!where!the!learners!introduce!
themselves! with! the! intention! of! uploading! it! onto!
YouTube! (although! this! is! ultimately! the! learner’s!
choice).! The! form! of! the! product! is! determined! (and!
thus! closed)! from! the! outset,! but! the! audiovisual!








The! sample! of! participants! (fullTtime! undergraduate! students! aged! 20T26!with! at! least! an!
intermediate! level! of! English)! was! opportunistic! in! that! it! consisted! of! learners! who!
volunteered! to! take!part! in! the!study!after!being!offered! the!chance! to!do!so.! In! the!data!
collection! period,! some! of! the! participants! were!my! students! in! general! EnglishTlanguage!
courses! (Isabella! and! Núria;! pilot! study),! other! participants! were! my! former! students!
(learners!A,!B,!C,!D,!F!and!G)!while!the!remainder!had!not!met!me!before!(learners!J,!M,!S!
and! T).! Participants! were! business,! digital! arts! and! engineering! students.! Out! of! the! 12!
participants,!only!two!participants!were!male,!which!reflects!the!fact!that!women!are!in!the!
majority! in!the!business!and!digital!arts!programmes!that!contributed!most!participants!to!
the! study! (seven;! compared! to! five! engineering! students).! Further! information! on! the!
learners! who! took! part! in! the! study! has! been! included! in!Appendix! 3! (p.! 283).! Technical!
details!regarding!the!process!of!data!collection!and!analysis!appear!in!Appendix!6!(p.!393).!
4.6! Ethics!
Ethical! principles!were! taken! into! account! in! the!process! of! designing! and! conducting! the!
research!study.! Initially!the!project!had!to!be!designed!to!conform!to!ethical!standards!set!
by!the!OU.!Institutional!consent!was!given!and!the!OU’s!Human!Research!Ethics!Committee!
and! the! Data! Protection! Office! granted! approval! in! 2009,! before! the! start! of! the! study.!




(BERA)Tcompliant! consent! forms! (see! Appendix! 1,! p.! 280).! Amongst! other! features,! the!
consent!forms!included!options!for!participants!to!opt!out!of!the!project!at!any!point,!have!
their!data!destroyed!if!they!so!wanted!and!refer!their!complaints!to!third!parties.!!
Throughout! the! study! the! researcher! became! aware! of! deeper! ethical! issues,! such! as!
conducting! experiments!with! former! students,! the! sensitivities! of! young! learners! and! the!
possibility! of! private! disclosure! during! interviews.! In! this! regard,! special! care! went! into!
dealing!with!participants!who!had!been! the! researcher’s! regular! students!by!explaining! in!
writing! and! faceTtoTface! that! no! part! of! the! research! would! affect! their! activities! or!
assessment!at! the! institution.!Although! learners!had!been!told!that! they!were!being!video!
recorded!(as!well!as!audio!recorded)!during!the!experiment,!some!were!not!aware!of!this.!
When!asked!about!their!feelings!about! it! in!SR!sessions,!the!participants! insisted!that!they!
did! not!mind! not! knowing! about! it! at! the! time! because! knowing!would! have!made! them!
more! selfTconscious.! Additionally,! some! sensitive! personal! data! obtained! from! one!
participant!during!a! SR! session!was!eliminated.! The!participant! in!question!was! contacted!
several! times! to! discuss! this! issue! until! reassurances! were! obtained! that! the! person! was!
satisfied!with!the!way!the!data!was!presented.!References!to!names!made!by!participants!
that! could! help! readers! identify! the! participants! were! deleted.! Passwords! used! by!






This! section! deals! with! methods! used! for! collection! and! preparation! of! data.! The! study!
involved! the! individual! learners! engaging! with! the! CALL! task! during! the! experiment!
(henceforth!referred!to!as!‘the!task’!or!‘the!experiment’)!on!5!and!10!November!2009!(pilot!
study;!n=2)!and!on!several!dates!in!SeptemberTNovember!2010!(main!study;!n=10),!with!the!
SR! sessions! following! a! day! later! (pilot! study),! a! few!hours! later! (in! one! case! in! the!main!





The! research! methods! used! were! essentially! qualitative.! Participant! observation! was! the!
primary! data! source,! reflecting! an! interest! in! learners! and!what! they! said! and! did! during!
their!learning!activity.!Such!observation!included!several!data!collection!methods:!
(a) recordings! of! onTscreen! computer! activity! in! video! format! (including! learner! input!
and! output),!which!will! be! referred! to! as! computer! tracking!or! computer! tracking!
recordings!henceforth!
(b) audiovisual!recordings!of!learner!behaviour!(both!body!movements!and!utterances)!
during! the! experiment,! which! also! captured! background! noise! and! movements!




henceforth! called! experiment! video,! stimulated! recall! or! SR! video! or! video!
recording(s)!
(c) researcher! notes! with! comments! based! on! observations,! henceforth! called!
researcher!comments.!!
The! rationale! behind! using! such! methods! was! consistent! with! wanting! to! focus! on! the!
process,! rather! than! on! the! product! of! the! learning! activity! and! to! set! the! stage! for! “the!
unexpected![to]!emerge”!(Holliday!2008).!!
As! for! the!SR! sessions! (Gass! and!Mackey!2000)!held!with!each! individual!participant! after!
they!completed!the!experiment!and!used!as!a!retrospective!tool,!these!became!essential!for!
data!triangulation!purposes!and!also!because!“subjects!may!not!be!aware!of! the!object!of!
the! activity! until! it! has! been! transformed! into! an! outcome.! The! awareness! of! the! actual!





as! they! reflect! on! their! own! task! performance.! Gass! and! Mackey! (2000)! define! this!






recording!of! their! participation! in! the!experiment! after! the!event! and! they!were!asked! to!




the! participants! were! watching! and! constantly! referring! to! the! video! recording! of! the!
experiment! and! seeing! (as! opposed! to! just! listening! to)! what! they! were! watching! and!




It! is! relevant!to!note!that!SR!has!not!been!used!widely! in!relation!to!oral!production!tasks!
such!as!the!one!used!in!this!study.!Reading,!writing!and!testing!tasks,!for!instance,!have!been!
subjected! to! SR!more! frequently.!Cohen!and!Olshtain! (1993),!Dörnyei! and!Kormos! (1998),!
and!Mackey!et!al.!(2000)!are!some!of!the!few!who!have!used!SR!to!gather!participant!data!
on!oral!production!performance.!No!studies!could!be!found!where!SR!had!been!used! in!eT

















In! line! with! the! research! agenda! and! theoretical! framework,! the! study! has! constantly!
combined!reading,!analysing,!writing!and!reviewing.!Periodic!written!reports!typical!of!this!
EdD! programme! forced! me! to! engage! in! a! “submission! to! detail”! which! occasionally!
endowed!me!with!a!certain!degree!of!“stranger!viewpoint”!(Holliday!2008).!
4.7.1! Preparing!the!data!
Let!us! turn!now!to!a!short! reflection!on!the!experience!of!preparing! the!data! for!analysis.!
Unexpectedly,!data!preparation!was!not!smooth.!This!was!mainly!due!to!the!need!to!have!
efficient!access!(in!a!single!digital!space)!to!all!the!layers!of!data,!including!raw!data!(such!as!
video! recordings! and! computer! tracking! of! participant! input,! output! and! reflections),!




















computer! tracking! recording! across! the! box! and! the! video! recording! in! the! bottom! right!
corner),! the! tiers! of! analysis! (where! transcripts,! translations! and! comments!were!written)!
below!the!line!of!videoTcontrol!buttons!and!the!various!data!viewing!tools!on!the!top!right!
section!of!the!window.!!
Finally,! the! question! remained! as! to! how! the! SR! video! could! be! integrated! with! the!








Fig.! 12! (p.! 89)! shows! the! computer! tracking! source! in! the! background! across! the! whole!
window,!the!video!recording!of!the!experiment!in!the!bottom!right!corner!and!the!SR!video!
to! its! left.!Once!this!video!file!was!obtained,!the!data!was!prepared!using!Elan! in!a!similar!
fashion!as!that!shown!in!Fig.!11!above!(p.!88).!
Regrettably,!data!analysis!could!not!be!conducted! in! the!Elan!environment!because! it!was!
not!possible!to!handle!the!large!number!of!data!categories!required!effectively.!Thus,!once!
prepared!(in!other!words,!transcribed!and!translated)!data!was!conveniently!extracted!from!
Elan!and!transferred!to!Word!documents! in! table! format!to!be!analysed.!Details! regarding!
the!process!of!categorising!data!appear!in!Chapter!5.!!
4.7.2! From!the!pilot!study!to!the!main!study!





cannot! be! opened! twice! simultaneously! on! a! single! computer).! Somehow! either! the!
recordings!were!recorded!at!different!speeds!or!the!media!players!played!them!at!different!
speeds,!making!it!impossible!to!view!the!recordings!simultaneously!in!synch.!What!is!more,!





These!problems!were!partly! related! to!software! issues.!For! instance,!CamStudio! (an!openT
source! computer! tracking! application! used! in! the! piloting! stages)! could! not! record! the!
images! from! the! window! where! learners! were! recording! their! presentations! using!
VirtualVCR! (another!openTsource!application!used! in!the!pilot!study).!This!added!up!to!the!
recording! and! viewing! problems.! The! solution! for! the!main! study!was! to! use!Camtasia,! a!
robust! commercial! application! that! allowed! running! both! computer! tracking! and! video!





proved! to! be! less! than! ideal,! because! I! was! busy! dealing! with! staff! and! users,! unable! to!
respond! to! the! participants’! requests! timely! and! being! distracted! from! the! teaching! and!
research!duties!I!should!have!been!concentrating!on.!
Another!lesson!learnt!during!the!pilot!study!was!the!need!to!look!at!all!the!experiment!data!
before! engaging! in! the! SR! session!with! the! learners.! Although! the! entire! recordings!were!
watched!during!the!SR!sessions!with!the!learners,!it!was!harder!to!notice!certain!aspects!of!









The! only! change! made! in! relation! to! the! stimulatedTrecall! sessions! was! to! replace! audio!
recordings! of! the! sessions! with! video! recordings,! more! suited! to! the! multiple! references!
both!the!learner!and!the!researcher!made!to!the!video.!!
Further!changes!included!moving!from!Blackboard!to!Moodle.!This!transition!from!the!local!
VLE!used! in! the!pilot!study!to!an!external!one!used! in! the!main!study!was!motivated!by!a!
desire!to!curb!the!connectivity4!and!unreliability!issues!observed!when!piloting.!The!results!
were! only! partially! satisfactory! because! linking! to! an! external! VLE! had! its! own! problems!
associated! with! it.! Firstly,! perhaps! rather! naively,! the! expectation! was! that! connectivity!
issues!would! disappear.! Far! from! it,! the! remoteness! of! the! new!VLE! not! only! did! little! to!
alleviate!the!slow!connection!experienced!by!the!learners;!it!also!brought!about!a!timeTout!
problem!that!prevented!some!learners!from!logging!into!the!VLE!altogether.!This!issue!was!
discussed!with! IT! staff! at! the!OU!but! could! not! be! resolved.!Not! being! able! to! log! in! had!
severe!implications!as!the!new!learning!environment!had!a!new!set!of!passwordTprotected!








OpenLearn’s! native! videoconferencing! system! and! video! blogging! tool,! held! great!
technological!potential.!Unfortunately,!if!learners!were!not!logged!in!to!the!VLE,!these!could!
not! be! used.! As! a! result,! a! new! set! of! tools! had! to! be! improvised,! namely! Skype,! a!
proprietary!videoconferencing!application,!and!the!free!version!of! IMCapture!for!Skype,!an!
addTon!to!Skype!that!allowed!making!video!recordings!of!the!Skype!video!feed!and!therefore!
was! a! good! alternative! to!Vlog,! with!which! learners!were! expected! to! record! their! video!
presentation.!Further!to!this,! the!migration!to!OpenLearn!was!used!to!simplify! the!task!by!
including! a! menu! to! help! participants! navigate! through! the! various! sections,! learning!








learning!activity),!data!has!been! transcribed! in! the!plainest!possible!way! to! include!all! the!







or! that! of! the! teacher! (i.e.,! ‘T’! for! teacher).! Learner! output! has! been! kept! unedited! (no!
corrections!have!been!made)!to!allow!the!reader!to!see!the!language!production!in!the!task!
‘as! is’.!Because!of!a!primary! interest! in!private! speech,!anything!other! than!spoken!words!
(e.g.,!typed!words)!appears!in!parentheses!in!the!transcripts.!That!includes!computerTrelated!
events! such! as! typing! (preceded!by! a! keyboard! ! icon;!when! relevant,! typed!words! are!
included!too! in!single!quotation!marks),!clicking,!selecting!and!other!mouseTrelated!events!
(marked!with!a!mouse! ! icon)!and!more!general! interactions!with! the!software!and! the!




this! is! indicated! in! the! translation! by! shading! the! text! background! in! light! grey;! a! white!
background!in!the!transcript!signals!that!English!was!being!used.!!
For! every! particular! disturbance! (i.e.,! deviation! in! learner! behaviour! from! the! teacherT
designer’s! expected! course! of! action),! the! sequence! in! the! transcript! is! chronological! to!
provide!the!reader!with!a!linear!narrative!of!events!at!the!time.!The!time!code!referring!to!
the! moment! when! the! data! excerpt! started! and! ended! is! provided! in! an! hoursTminutesT







initial! L! (for! learner)! and! the! learner’s! initial! (e.g.,! A)! followed! by! a! hyphen! plus! E! (for!
experiment! data)! or! SR! (for! stimulated! recall! data).! For! instance,! “LATE! 00:00:00.000–
00.13.56.600”! refers! to! a! data! segment! for! learner! A! gathered! during! the! experiment!









the!video!screen!at!all! times! (for! instance,! the!participants!may!occasionally!be!discussing!
issues!not!related!to!the!video!feed!of!the!experiment!or!they!may!be!referring!to!things!that!
happened! earlier! or! later! during! the! experiment).! Nonetheless,! whenever! possible,!
references! made! to! a! particular! section! of! the! experiment! video! data! in! the! SR! session!
appear!in!a!column!that!is!adjacent!to!the!transcript!of!the!experiment!data.!A!third!column!
includes!preliminary!comments!the!researcher!made!when!looking!at!the!video!data!of!the!
experiment! for! the! first! time,! normally! ahead! of! the! SR! session,! and! subsequent!








square! brackets! (e.g.,! How! do! you! say! ‘empanizado’! [coated! in! breadcrumbs]?).! Single!
quotation!marks!(‘)!have!also!been!used!to!quote!text!from!the!screen,!be!it!input!text!(e.g.,!
























learner! that! took!part! in! it.!As! for! the!object,! the! specific! goal! set! for! the! learners!was! to!
introduce!themselves!on!video!in!English.!Several!tools!or!mediating!artefacts!were!available!





To! reflect! on! the! form!
and!content!of!
introductions!




















































conducted,! such! as! timeTlimits! (1:30T2:00! hours! to! complete! the! task),! affordances! of! the!
selfTaccess! and! online! environments,! societal! conventions! that! apply! to! introductions! and!
the!grammaticality!of!the!language!used.!The!community!consisted!of!the!teacher,!peers!and!
others.! Other! individuals,! such! as! stakeholders,! IT! and! selfTaccess! centre! staff! and! the!
institution’s!management!are!not!considered!a!part!of!the!learning!community!at!this!stage.!
This!will!be!discussed!later!on!in!the!thesis!(see!Chapter!6).!Additionally,!imaginary!EnglishT
speaking! interlocutors! (for! instance,!YouTube! viewers)!may!also!have!been!present! as! the!
intended!audience!and!thus!could!be!considered!as!part!of!the!community! in!the!minds!of!
the! learners,! affecting! their! behaviour! and! performance! during! the! learning! activity.! The!
division! of! labour,! on! a! basic! level,! involved! the! teacher! designing! the! task! in! advance,!
setting! up! the! necessary! software! and! hardware! and! being! available! during! the! task! to!
provide!support!and!after!it!to!give!feedback!and!discuss!performance!with!the!learners;!the!
learners! had! to! complete! the! task;! peers! could! provide! support! if! needed.! The! expected!
outcome! of! the! activity! consisted! of! a! set! of! learning! outcomes! including! noticing! and!
preparing!relevant!content!and!form,!developing!language!and!presentational!oral!skills!by!







justified! at! three! different! levels.! First,! ontologically,! the! choice! of! activity! theory! as! the!
study’s!theoretical!framework!was!made!to!address!the!main!research!interest!regarding!the!
nature!of!the!language!learning!activity!on!the!basis!of!its!potential!suitability!advocated!by!
authors! in!CALL! (Arnold!and!Ducate!2011;! Lantolf! and!Poehner!2004;!Chapelle!2001;! Levy!
and!Stockwell!2006;!Blin!2005,!2010;!Blin!and!Appel!2011),!CAL! (Scanlon!and! Issroff!2005)!
and!HCI!(Kaptelinin!and!Nardi!2006;!Kuutti!1996;!Mwanza!2002).!Once!the!choice!was!made,!
activityTtheoretical! principles! and! concepts! were! upheld! to! keep! the! study! theoretically!
consistent.!!




design! was! not! the! main! research! interest,! focusing! on! the! learning! tool! itself! was!
considered!too!limiting!and!therefore!ruled!out.!!
Thirdly,!methodologically,!a!number!of!choices!were!made!to!serve!the!overriding!purpose!
of! the! study.! Although! these! involved! looking! at! the! task,! mediated! actions! and! context!
(situational! factors)! in! detail,! these! elements!were! not! the! final! objective! and! as! a! result!





(for! more! details! on! differences! between! activity! theory,! situated! action! and! distributed!
cognition!and!their!units!of!analysis!see!Nardi!1996a).!
Finally,!as! shown! in!Chapter!3,!although!the!general! language! learning!activity!at! the! local!
institution! remains! the! research! focus,! for! the! purposes! of! analysis! the! unit! of! analysis! is!
limited! to! the! language! learning!activity! system! linked! to! the!CALL! task!used! in! the! study,!
that! is,! a! particular! instantiation! of! a! typical! language! learning! activity! system! (see! Fig.! 6!
above,! p.! 58)! modelled! in! Fig.! 7! (p.! 60).! As! such,! a! clear! limitation! is! the! fact! that! only!
interaction!during!a!oneToff! twoThour!session!using! the!set!CALL! task!was! involved,! rather!
than!a!whole!module!or! course.!Such!a! shortTtime!scale! (unchanged! from!the!pilot! to! the!
main!study)!has!been!criticised!by!some!authors!(e.g.,!Lemke!2001),!although!others,!such!as!




sessions! analysed! have! been! considered! as! inseparable! from! their! historical! roots,! which!
were! traced! back! in! two! ways:! (a)! through! SR! conversations! held! with! each! individual!








this! study! was! conceived! from! a! developmental! perspective! because! it! assumed! that!
learners!develop!as!they!go!along!their!educational!experiences!(White!2005).!Even!more!to!





The! research! design! and! implementation! in! this! particular! setting! (12! students! engaging!
individually! with! a! CALL! task)! necessarily! meant! that! the! unit! of! analysis! was! an! activity!
system!made!up!of!a!collection!of!instantiations!bound!by!the!circumstances!and!conditions!
of! the! local! context.!The!main!source!of!data!came! from!momentTtoTmoment! interactions!
between!the!learner!and!the!CALL!task!and!thus!an!entry!point!to!data!analysis!consisted!of!
segments!of!data,!complete! in!terms!of!meaning,!consistency!and!coherence,!were!one!or!
more! disturbances! (i.e.,! deviations! in! learner! behaviour! from! the! language! teacherT
designer’s!expectations;!Montoro!and!Hampel!2011:!124)!could!be!observed.! It! is!perhaps!
worth!mentioning!at!this!point!that!Engeström!and!Sannino’s!(2011)!concept!of!disturbances!







Data! analysis! in! this! study! was! challenging! because! of! the! extensive! data! transcripts!
handled.! From! the! early! stages! of! data! analysis! it! became! clear! that! new! categories!
emerging! from! the! data! had! to! be! considered! and! that! further! intermediary! tools! or!





Constant!movements! forwards! and!backwards! from! the!data! to! the! literature!were!made!
during!private!study!and!supervision!meetings,!discussions!with!colleagues!and!researchers,!
at! research! forums,! at! conferences! and! during! research! visits! (including! three! shortTterm!
visits!and!one!longTterm!visit!to!the!OU!in!the!UK!and!a!threeTmonth!stay!at!Yrjö!Engeström’s!
CRADLE! Research! Centre! in! Finland).! Writing! and! rewriting! conference! and! forum!









2011:! 124)! was! then! used! to! create! 15! initial! data! categories! or! ‘dimensions’.! These!
dimensions!were!in!turn!analysed!to!find!larger!groups!of!data!categories!initially!referred!to!
as! ‘clusters’.! At! this! stage,! three! problems! were! encountered.! Firstly,! the! number! of!
‘dimensions’! was! insufficient! to! cover! the! increasing! number! of! categories! that! were!
emerging.! Secondly,! trying! to!map! clusters!onto!parts!of! the!activity! system!proved! to!be!
fruitless! and! frustrating! at! this! stage! due! to! the! shifting! nature! of! the! interconnected!
relationships!between!the!various!elements!in!the!system.!Finally,!initial!attempts!to!present!
all! ‘dimensions’! in! binary! terms! as! either! ‘having’! or! ‘not! having’! a! certain! attribute!were!
more!cumbersome!and!confusing!than!helpful.!!
Therefore,!a!number!of!decisions!were!made! resulting! in!a!new!classification! (see!Table!4!





essence! and! the! systemic! root! causes! of! what! was! observable! in! the! language! learning!
activity.!This!deeper!kind!of!analysis,!conducted!making!use!of!the!concept!of!contradictions,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 The nature of the data available in this study (not conceived as an intervention) did not make it possible to find a 
range of external manifestations of contradictions (e.g., conflicts, dilemmas, double binds). Therefore, all 















The! study! does! not! make! claims! about! a! general,! crossTcultural! and! allTencompassing!
language! learning! activity! system.! In! fact,! the! relationship! between! the! language! learning!
activity!system!of!the!modelled!CALL!task!and!the!general!language!learning!activity!within!
the! institution! is! tenuous,! as! shown!elsewhere! in! this! thesis,! because! there! is! virtually! no!
online!language!learning!in!place!to!speak!of,!as!VLEs!are!currently!only!used!as!repositories!
of! learning! materials! if! used! at! all.! Instead,! one! of! the! study’s! expected! outcomes! is! to!
provide!reliable!information!to!pave!the!way!for!the!future!development!of!online!distance!
language! learning! courses! at! a! local! level.! The! study! is! seen! as! a! steppingTstone! in! the!
direction! of! creating! the! right! conditions! for! a! new! form! of! language! learning! activity! to!
emerge.!In!this!spirit,!despite!a!data!collection!and!analysis!focus!on!the!interaction!between!




sociocultural! issues! (e.g.,! peer! support! and! transfer! of! digital! routines)! that! expanded! the!
physical! boundaries! beyond! the! selfTaccess! centre! and! online! environment! where! the!
participants!operated!during!the!experiment.!!
It! could! be! argued! that! the! activity! under! investigation! is! seen! excessively! from! the!
perspective! of! the! teacher! rather! than! that! of! the! learners.! This! is! indeed! a! limitation!
acknowledged! in!various!sections!of! the!thesis.!Although!some!efforts!have!been!made!to!
counteract! this! (e.g.,! through! transparency! and! detailed! SR! sessions),! it! is! also! clear! that!
future!studies!(based!on!third!generation!activity!theory)!should!model!the!teaching!activity!
too,! compare! the! learning! and! the! teaching! systems! and! actively! seek! discrepancies!
between! learner!expectations!and!the!actual!design!of! the!task,! to!name!but!one!possible!
strategy.!
4.9! Conclusion!
This! chapter! has! concentrated! on! the! challenges! faced! in! the! process! of! transferring! the!
activityTtheoretical! framework! to! its! practical! implementation! in! the! study.! Various!
methodological! strategies! and!methods! used! to! harness! the! potential! of! the! theory! have!
been!described,!such!as!modelling!the!activity!system,!using!this!activity!system!as!the!unit!









related! to!managing! video! data)! and! unresolved! connectivity! issues,! and! how! these!were!
dealt!with,!the!value!of!SR!(underused!in!studies!involving!oral!tasks!in!online!and!selfTaccess!
environments)! and! the! runaway! nature! of! the! object! in! the! activity! system.! Finally,! all!
transcription!conventions!are!accounted!for.!The! level!of!detail!provided! is!considerable! in!
some!instances!in!an!effort!to!provide!transparency,!useful!information!for!other!interested!



















a. How! are! external! manifestations! (disturbances)! linked! to! systemic!
contradictions?!







The! concept! of! disturbances! has! been! borrowed! from! the! field! of! organisational! studies!
(Engeström!and!Sannino!2011)!to!be!used!in!this!study!of!language!learning!activity!as!a!key!
analytical! tool! that! can! be! defined! as! “deviations! in! learner! behaviour! from! the! language!
teacherTdesigner’s! expected! course!of! events”! (Montoro!and!Hampel!2011:!124).! In!other!
words,!the!focus!is!on!variations!between!what!the!teacher!planned!and!what!learners!did.!
Thus,!learner!behaviour!may!exceed!or!not!meet!prior!expectations!of!the!teacherTdesigner!
in! relation! to! certain! attributes! called!dimensions.! For! instance,! in! this! study! the! teacherT
designer!expected!learners!to!adhere!to!the!task,!that!is,!to!follow!the!task’s!sequence!and!
instructions! at! least! to! some! extent.! When! they! skipped! whole! sections! or! ignored!
instructions,!this!has!been!considered!to!constitute!a!disturbance.!Notice!that!both!teacherT






















































a! continuum! that! has! several! parallel! dimensions,! namely! individual–society,!
intrapsychological–interpsychological,! internalisation–externalisation! and! inner! speech–
social!speech!where!private!speech!acts!as!a!“proxy!for!social!talk”!(Ellis!2003:!178;!see!also!







amount! of! time! or! none! of! the! time! using! private! speech! during! the! experiment! were!
considered!to!be!unexpected!and!classed!as!disturbances.!
Process! 2:!Mediation! by! others! in! social! interaction.!Even! though! learners!were!meant! to!
work! on! the! task!mostly! alone,! the! opportunities! and! constraints! afforded! by! their! social!
interaction!before,! during! and! after! the! task! played! an! important! role! and! influenced! the!
way!learners!behaved!in!significant!ways.!Evidence!has!been!found!of!disturbances!affecting!








members! and! fellow! students! of! a! similar! age,! through! social! interaction,! can! support!
learners! in! their! learning! or! in! their! general! wellbeing.! Conversely,! when! problems! arise,!
these! relationships! can! upset! learners! to! the! point! of! blocking! their! ability! to! learn! or!
function!normally.!Any!evidence!of! this! kind!of! impact!has!been!considered!a!disturbance!
worthy!of!detailed!analysis.!!
Dimension! 3:! Teacher! support! –! teacher! problems.! Some! participants,! as! soon! as! they!
encountered!a!problem,!asked!for!online!support!from!the!teacher,!whilst!others!did!not!do!



















and! problems! that! emerged! in! the! study! provided! rare! insights! into! particular! learners’!
struggles!as!they!attempted!to!develop!their! linguistic!ability,!especially!those!that!pointed!
to! the! formation!of! an! incipient! zone!of! proximal! development! for! the! learner.! The! focus!
here!is!on!instances!that!relate!to!linguistic!skills!(reading,!writing,!speaking!and!listening)!or!




that! seems! unbalanced! and! tends! to! produce! undesired! results,! such! as! anxiety! or!









Process! 4:! Mediation! by! tools.! The! amount! of! data! included! in! this! process! suggests! the!
prevalence! of!mediation! by! cultural! artefacts! inherent! in! all! human! activity,! not! least! the!
language!learning!activity.!In!this!case,!the!attention!shifts!from!psychological!tools!to!actual!
digital! and! physical! tools.! Some! toolTmediation! disturbances! concern! learnerTgenerated!




and! complex! but! the! attention! here! is! constrained! to! the! transfer! of! digital! routines! and!
technological!affordances.!
Dimension!8:!Transfer!of!digital! routines.!Disturbances! related! to! this!particular!dimension!
come!about!as!traditional!forms!of!education!clash!with!the!emerging!new!online!provision!
of! learning!opportunities.! Learners’!digital! routines! (acquired! in! their!own!personal!use!of!
digital!resources)!do!not!always!work!in!the!task’s!environment!or,!vice!versa,!they!may!not!
meet! the! expectations! of! the! teacherTdesigner.! As! a! result,! there! are! movements! from!
routine! to! action! and! vice! versa! in! situations! where! “the! tool! itself! [technology]! may!
temporarily!become!the!object!of!the!activity”!(Blin!2004:!392).!
Dimension!9:!Technological!affordances.! Institutional!decisions! related! to!connectivity,!VLE!
issues,! hardware! and! software! issues! can! potentially! “disrupt! the! activity! and! change! its!
object”! (Blin!2004:!385)!and!have!an! impact!at!all! levels,! including!operations,!actions!and!




economic! activities! have! a! negative! impact! on! the! provision! of! acceptable! levels! of!
connectivity! (see! Chapter! 6).! But! technology! also! creates! opportunities,! which! are! duly!




before! recording! the! final! version! of! their! video! and! this! had! several! surprising!
consequences.!!
Dimension! 10:! Listening! to! music! while! speaking! to! camera.! Unexpectedly,! one! of! the!
participants! felt! the! need! to! listen! to!music! using! headphones! while! recording! the! video!
presentation.! Even! more! surprising! was! the! fact! that! instead! of! being! distracted! by! the!
music!the!learner!may!have!improved!her!performance!as!a!result.!!
Dimension!11:!Delaying!tactics.!It!was!also!unexpected!to!see!some!learners!making!use!of!










Dimension! 12:! Being! cameraPshy.! Although! some! cameraTrelated! nervousness! or!
embarrassment!was!to!be!expected,!when!the!feeling!became!overwhelming!and!somewhat!
paralysing! this! has! been! considered! a! disturbance.! Some! attempts! have! been! made! at!
distinguishing!between!cameraTrelated!shyness!and!general!shyness.!
Dimension!13:!False!starts.! It!was!anticipated! that! learners!would!make!a!number!of! false!
starts!when! recording! their!video.! Indeed,! this!was!desired!behaviour!as! false! starts! could!
provide!opportunities! for! language!practice.! In! the!experiment,! the!number!of! false! starts!
was! occasionally! greater! than! expected! or! nonTexistent! as! with! those! who! just! recorded!
once.!Both!extremes!have!been!seen!as!disturbances.!
Subprocess!4.3:!Notes.!Dimension!14:!Mental!notes!–!written!notes.!Using!written!notes!(on!
paper! or! on! screen! to! be! consulted! during! the! presentation)! was! recommended! and!
expected.!To! the! teacher’s! surprise,! though,!most! learners!did!not!use!any!notes.! Instead,!
they!reported!having!used!mental!notes!to!speak,!prepared!in!advance!‘in!their!head’.!This!is!
contrary!to!Vygotsky’s!argument!that!some!sort!of!external!artefact!(e.g.,!written!notes)! is!
necessary! before! people! can! do! certain! things! ‘in! their! heads’.! Additionally,! preparing!
written!notes!was!desirable!because!it!involved!manipulating!the!target!language.!!
Subprocess!4.4:!Tool!=!dictionary.!Dimension!15:!Using!a!dictionary.!Underuse!(or!no!use)!of!
dictionaries! or! only! resorting! to! poor! webTbased! translations! during! the! experiment! is!





Subprocess! 4.5:! Tool! =! feedback.! Dimension! 16:! Using! feedback.! The! task! provided!
automated!written!feedback!(through!hyperlinks)!for!every!question!asked.!Not!making!use!
of!it!or!using!it!in!ways!that!were!not!anticipated!counts!as!a!disturbance!too.!!
Subprocess! 4.6:! Tool! =! transcript.! Dimension! 17:! Using! the! video! transcript.! The! task! also!






Process! 5:! Orientation.! At! the! core! of! the! activity! is! orientation,! that! is,! the! relationship!
between!the!learner!(the!subject)!and!the!objective!of!the!activity!(the!object).!Orientation!is!
closely!linked!to!the!needs!and!motives!of!the!learners!as!they!engage!with!the!task.!!
Dimension!19:! Language! learning!orientation.!Learners!were!expected! to!have!a! language!
learning!orientation,!that!is!to!say,!to!be!genuinely!interested!in!learning!some!English!as!a!
result! of! taking! part! in! the! experiment.! When! this! was! not! the! case,! the! relevant! data!
segment!was!taken!as!a!disturbance.!
Dimension! 20:! Success! –! failure.! Generalised! local! perceptions! of! success! and! failure,!
typically!characterised!by!references!to!people!being!‘muy!inteligente’!(he’s!very!intelligent)!




bien/mal’)! triggered! considerable! levels! of! fear! of! failure! resulting! in! unexpected! learner!
behaviour.! Related! data! segments! may! provide! insights! into! sociocultural! and! culturalT
historical!factors!affecting!learner!orientation.!




Dimension! 22:! Searching! –! finding.! There! seemed! to! be! an! expectation! amongst! some!
learners! that! answers!must! be! found! rather! than! searched! for.! This! caused! a! number! of!
disturbances!in!learner!behaviour.!!
Process! 6:! Personal! development.! Dimension! 23:! Personal! development! opportunities! –!
personal!development!issues.!Vygotsky!and!his!colleagues!believed!that!the!development!of!









This! section! includes! an! overview! of! the! analysis! of! data! from! the! study’s! 10! data! sets!
(learners!A,!B,!C,!D,!F,!G,! J,!M,!S!and!T).!The!aim! is!not! to!provide!statistical!proof! for!any!
claims!but!rather!to!offer!a!general!description!of!all! the!data!and!to!support!(and!expand!
on)! the!analysis!presented!earlier! in! this! chapter.! The! information! included! in! this! section!
has!been!summarised!for!quick!reference!purposes!in!Appendix!4!(p.!289).!!
Simple! questions! were! formulated! to! address! key! issues! connected! to! each! of! the!
dimensions!under! investigation.! In! the!case!of!Dimension!1! (inner! speechTprivate! speech),!
the!question! is!how!many! learners!used!private!speech.!Evidence!shows! that! five! learners!
used! private! speech! (learners! C,! D,! F,! G! and! S),! although! only! three! of! them! used! it!
substantially! (learners!C,!F,! S);! learners!D!and!G!used!private! speech!only!occasionally!but!
the!latter!admitted!that!she!made!a!conscious!effort!not!to!resort!to!private!speech!because!
she!knew!that!she!was!being!recorded!(like! learner!S,!who!constantly!used!private!speech!
but! in! a! very! low! voice! to! avoid! being! overheard! by! others).! Both! learners! G! and! S!
acknowledged!that!they!generally!use!private!speech!to!study!(not!just!English).!Learner!M!
acknowledged!speaking!to!herself!often!but!not! in!this!case.!Some!of!the!reasons!given!by!
learners! for! using! private! speech! include! concentrating! more,! understanding! better,!
memorising! things,! the!need! to!hear! things,! giving! the! text! a! voice,! establishing! a! kind!of!
dialogue!with!the!learning!materials!and!linking!ideas!and!words.!
As!for!Dimension!2!(peer!supportTpeer!problems),!the!question!asked!is!how!many!learners!




(learners! A,! F,! S! and! T)! reported! having! regular! informal! peer! support! in! the! form! of!
conversation!practice.!In!contrast,!two!learners!(learners!A!and!J)!reported!having!had!their!
request!to!set!up!informal!conversation!practice!sessions!with!peers!turned!down.!Assuming!
Sam! (featuring! in! the! input! video)! is! a! peer,! all! learners! felt! slightly! intimidated! by! Sam’s!
video!because!of!her!proficiency!(she!is!a!native!speaker)!and!the!ease!with!which!she!spoke!
to! camera!but! they!also! valued! the! video!as! a! good!example!of! an! ideal! outcome! for! the!
task.! Half! the! learners! (learners! C,! D,! F,!M! and! S)!were! negatively! affected! (to! greater! or!
lesser!degrees)!by!the!presence!of!other!selfTaccess!centre!users!working!nearby.!!
In!relation!to!Dimension!3!(teacher!supportTteacher!problems),!how!many!learners!asked!for!
teacher! support?! Six! learners! asked! for! various! forms! of! teacher! support! during! the! task!
(learners!A,!B,!D,!F,!G!and!J).!Support!was!sought!faceTtoTface!and!online!via!the!textTchat!or!
audio!options!of!a!videoconference.!Having!both!audio!and!text!options!available!for!online!
communication! seemed! beneficial.! The! kind! of! support! needed! ranged! from! technical!
support! to! assessment! of! performance! (cognitive! or! metaTcognitive),! lexical! questions,!
clarification!of! task! instructions! or! questions,! emotional! support! and! encouragement,! and!
permission!to!do!certain! things!during!the!task! (confirmation!of! rules).!The!online!and!the!
nearby!physical!presence!of!the!teacher!was!reassuring!for!two!learners!(learners!A!and!F)!
whilst! two!other! learners! felt! embarrassed!and!did!not!want! the! teacher! to!be! looking!at!
them!or!listening!to!them!(learners!C!and!S).!!





M! and! T)! felt! supported! in! their! learning! through! social! contact! with! others,! namely!
receiving! support! from! their! family,! from! a! charity,! from! a! religious! group! and! from!
professionals! in! their! field.! Conversely,! five! learners! (learners! B,! D,! F,! S! and! T)! spoke! of!
problems! with! others! that! affected! them! and! their! learning,! such! as! issues! at! home,! at!
school!and!in!society.!Finally,!seven!learners!talked!about!picturing!an!imaginary!interlocutor!
while!speaking!to!camera.!For! learner!C,! for! instance,! the! interlocutor!was!a!kind,!patient,!
older! and!wiser! native! speaker.! Learner!B! in! turn!had! an! audience!of! supportive!Mexican!




Next,! Dimension! 5! (language! learning! opportunitiesTlanguage! learning! problems)! revealed!
that!all!learners!experienced!languageTrelated!problems!during!the!task.!The!most!common!
problems! had! to! do! with! listening! comprehension! (not! understanding! Sam’s! video),! as!
reported! by! six! learners! (learners! C,! D,! F,! J,! S! and! T)! and! with! productive! skills! such! as!
speaking!(six!learners:!A,!B,!C,!J,!M!and!S)!and!writing!(seven!learners:!B,!C,!F,!G,!J,!S!and!T).!
Listening!and!especially!speaking!problems!were!blamed!on!lack!of!opportunities!to!practise!
the! language! in! conversation! with! more! expert! people! who! can! feed! back! on! their!
performance.! Speaking! trouble! was! often! also! connected! to! the! stress! caused! by! the!
learners’! general! feeling!of! embarrassment!of!having! to! speak! (English)!with!others! (eight!





were!often!attributed! to! syntax! (not! knowing!how! to! form!or! link! lexical! items)!or! lack!of!
vocabulary.! Spelling! (often! referred! to!by! learners!as! ‘not!writing!properly’!or! ‘not!writing!
well’)!was! a! significant! concern! for! five! learners! (learners!A,! B,! J,! S! and! T)! even! though! it!
affected! all! the! participants! given! the! number! of! errors! and! the! lack! of! proofreading! and!
editing!strategies!and!skills!shown.!Only!one!learner!(learner!F)!had!problems!reading!text!or!
questions! because! of! her! low! level! of! proficiency.! Lack! of! proficiency! itself! was! explicitly!
adduced! as! the! source! of! difficulties! by! two! other! learners! (learners! C! and! G).! Finally,!
inaccurate!pronunciation!was!quoted!as!a!problem!by!six!learners!(learners!A,!B,!D,!F,!J!and!
T).!In!terms!of!language!learning!opportunities,!seven!learners!(learners!A,!B,!F,!J,!M,!S!and!T)!




use! of! SR! for! teaching! and! learning! purposes! (see! Chapter! 2)! and! the! potential! value! of!
Engeström’s!(1999b)!concept!of!‘miniature!cycles’!of!expansive!learning!(see!Chapter!7).! In!
contrast,! the! learning! interest!observed!during! the!SR!sessions!was!virtually!absent!during!
the! task.! With! the! exception! of! learner! S,! learners! tended! to! abandon! lexical! items! and!
structures!they!could!have!learnt!or!reaffirmed!and!used!more!basic!items!or!structures!(or!
none!at!all)!instead.!This!phenomenon!may!be!due!to!(a)!the!learners’!preference!for!faceT








called! ‘writing! well’! or! ‘writing! properly’)! was! shown! by! eight! of! the! learners! (all! except!
learners!B!and!T,!who!only! focused!on! form! in! SR! sessions).! The! concern!with! form!often!
responded! to!wanting! to! ‘look!good’!or! ‘not! look! stupid’! (learners!A,!C,! F!and!T).! In! some!
extreme! cases! (especially! learners! B,! M! and! S),! learners! deleted! whole! sentences! even!
though!these!were!often!perfectly!correct.!
As! for!Dimension!7! (L1TL2),!how!many! learners!used!English! (L2)! consistently?!All! learners!
used! English! consistently! to! complete! the! task! (including! private! speech).! Communication!
with!the!teacher!was!sometimes!established!in!Spanish!(L1)!but!this!was!often!prompted!by!






As! for! tools,! the! question! that! concerns! Dimension! 8! (transfer! of! digital! routines)! is! how!
many!learners!transferred!(or!did!not!transfer)!digital!routines!in!ways!that!were!beneficial!
or!detrimental!to!their!performance.!As!the!reader!may!expect,!all!learners!transferred!some!







when! reading! on! paper! by! using! their! index! finger.! This! may! be! linked! to! basic! literacy!
practices!in!the!learners!worth!investigating!further.!Seven!learners!(learners!B,!C,!D,!G,!M,!S!
and! T)! demonstrated! having! adequate! digital! skills,! such! as! absence! of! erratic! online!
behaviour,! using! keyboard! shortcuts! and! browser! tabs! effectively! as! well! as! keeping! the!
digital!working! space! tidy!by! closing!windows!and!browser! tabs!after!using! them! to!avoid!
clutter.! Three! learners! (J,! S! and! T)! used! the! browserTembedded! spellchecker! naturally! to!
correct! spelling! mistakes! because! it! resembled! that! of! Microsoft! Word.! Three! learners!
(learners!A,!C!and!F)!clicked!on! images! included! in!the!task!expecting! interactivity!that!did!
not!exist,!signalling!expectations!of!having!rich!media!content!online!transferred!from!other!
online! services! such! as! YouTube! and! Facebook.! Significant! disruption! was! caused! by! the!
transfer! of! expectations! of! finding! immediate! answers! or! solutions! from! other! online!




B! who! epitomised! ‘window! zapping’! before! recording! her! video! (and! admitted! to! being!
equally!agitated!when!listening!to!music!or!watching!TV!generally).!As!one!might!expect,!the!




learning! new! things! were! seriously! compromised! as! a! result! of! the! potential! ‘attentionT
scattering’!effect!of!the!digital!media!(Carr!2010).!
It!is!time!to!turn!now!to!Dimension!9!(technological!affordances).!How!many!learners!were!





made! clear.! Naturally,! not! all! technological! affordances! were! negative.! Positive! aspects!
include!the!learners’!general!view!that!this!kind!of!task!was!helpful!to!learn!English,!the!way!
in!which!learner!J!seemed!to!learn!to!spell!a!few!words!(‘don’t’,!‘speak’!and!‘English’)!using!
the! spellchecker! and! improvements! suggested! by! learners! as! a! result! of! their! experience,!
such! as! using! headphones! with! builtTin! microphones! to! capture! even! soft! speaking! and!
changing!the!speaking!format!from!an!online!monologue!to!a!dialogue!with!a!more!expert!




the! local! context! or! general! shyness! (unrelated! to! the! camera).! This! reluctance! to! going!









during! the! task! and! her! general! impatient! habits! in! the! digital! world! (e.g.,! constantly!





14!minutes)!before! they!began! recording.!During! these! times! learners!were! reviewing! the!
task! and! Sam’s! video! and! testing! the! equipment! and! software! while! preparing! their!
presentation!either!in!their!heads!(learners!B!and!C)!or!in!writing!(learner!S).!Learner!B!also!
sought!online!teacher!support!in!this!period.!Learner!S!waited!until!all!the!other!selfTaccess!
centre! users! left! before! recording.! She! wrote,! edited! and! rehearsed! the! presentation!
carefully!while!she!waited.!Although!there!might!be!confusion!about!whether! learners!are!
delaying! or! preparing! their! presentation,! these! three! cases! have! been! interpreted! as!
instances!of!the!use!of!delaying!tactics!because!the!main!reason!for!putting!off!the!recording!
was!cameraTshyness,!not!wanting! to!prepare,!as!shown! in!SR!data.! In!contrast,! learner!F’s!






How! many! learners! felt! cameraTshy! in! the! task! (Dimension! 12:! being! cameraTshy)?! Five!
learners!admitted!to!feeling!cameraTshy!(learners!B,!C,!D,!M!and!S),!slightly!fewer!than!those!
who!admitted!to!general!shyness!(eight;!see!above).!In!fact,!six!learners!(B,!D,!F,!J,!S!and!T)!
participated! in! the! study! partly! because! it! involved! recording! themselves! on! video! and!
therefore! was! an! opportunity! to! overcome! shyness.! However,! the! learners’! shyness! and!
unease! could!also!be!attributed! to!having! to!use! L2! instead!of! L1,! to!being!new! to!videoT
recording!practices!and!perhaps!to!being!unfamiliar!with!the!task!and!the!technology!being!
used.!Additionally,! four! female! learners! felt!uncomfortable!with! their!physical! appearance!
on! video! (learners! B,! F,! G! and! S).! This! issue! deserves! attention! in! further! studies.! Three!
learners!(learners!B,!J!and!S)!objected!to!the!‘monologue’!required!of!them;!to!cope!with!it!
seven! learners! (all! except! for! learners!M,! S!and!T)! thought!of! an! imaginary!audience!with!





starts! before! recording! the! final! video?! Four! learners! (learners! C,! D,! F! and! S)!made! false!





the! four! learners! (all! except! learner!C)! also!wrote! and!modified!notes!with!each!attempt.!
These!false!attempts!brought!about!significant!improvements!(especially!as!regards!fluency!
and! confidence).! Reasons! for! not! making! false! starts! included! not! wanting! to! see! their!
mistakes! (learners! A! and! B)! and! not! wanting! second! chances! (learner! J)! lest! the! video!
appeared!to!be!too!staged!(raising!suspicions!of!‘cheating’).!
Regarding! Dimension! 14! (mental! notesTwritten! notes),! how!many! learners! took! and! used!
written! notes! in! the! task?! Only! three! learners! (learners! D,! F! and! S)!made! use! of! written!
notes! (either!on!paper!or!on! the! computer! screen).! Those!who!used!notes! complained!of!
difficulties! reading! from! them! (free! desk! space! at! the!workstation!was! scarce).! Learner!D!
suggested! a! teleprompter! on! the! PC! would! have! been! ideal! and! learner! S! enacted! that!
solution!by!reading!onTscreen!notes!whilst!recording.!!
The!remaining!seven! learners! (learners!A,!B,!C,!G,! J,!M!and!T)!had!done!some!preparation!
before!recording!their!video! ‘in!their!head’.! Indeed,!some!of!them!(notably! learners!C!and!
M)!could!be!seen!thinking!in!silence!during!the!task.!The!idea!that!improvising!would!result!
in! a! betterTquality! video! explained! the! decision! of! five! learners! (learners! A,! B,! G,! J,! T)! to!
avoid!written!notes.!Learner!C!thought!using!notes!would!amount!to!cheating.! In!the!end,!
the!seven!learners!who!used!no!notes,!when!they!realised!that!their!video!was!too!long!and!










used! the! dictionary! only! to! check! spelling;! learner! S! attempted! to! find! the!meaning! of! a!
whole!sentence!unsuccessfully!(the!reason!behind!learner!J’s!dislike!of!dictionaries);!learner!
T! used! the! dictionary! a! couple! of! times! ineffectively,!which! denoted! lack! of! familiarity! or!
skills!using!this!tool.!Local!connectivity!problems!hampered!the!few!attempts!to!use!online!
dictionaries.! None! of! the! learners! used! physical! dictionaries! (available! in! the! selfTaccess!
centre! or! their! own).!With! the! exception! of! learner! S,! noTone! reported! using! dictionaries!
regularly.!! Learners!B!and!J!said!they!preferred!asking!the!teacher!or!someone!else!for!word!
meanings! (giving! strength! to! the! hypothesis! of! the! local! culture’s! marked! orality).! Three!
learners!(C,!F!and!S)!turned!to!online!machineTtranslation!applications!(Google!translate! in!
all! cases! except! that! of! learner! C!who! used!Reverso)!with! negative! results! due! to! (a)! the!
inaccuracy,! inconsistency! and! unreliability! of! the! translations! of! sentences! and! phrases!
provided!and!(b)!the!fact!that!there!are!no!explanations!or!examples!to!go!along!wordTforT
word!translations!of!single! lexical! items.!There! is!abundant!evidence!of!the!unsuitability!of!
this! tool! in! the! data! sets! of! learners! F! and! S,! who! used! Google! translate! extensively,!
especially!when!used!to!check!grammatical!accuracy.!Further!to!this,!there!is!little!evidence!
(if!any)!to!claim!using!Google!translate!(or!Reverso)! led!to!any!real! language! learning!gain.!
Learner!J!suggested!using!a!dictionary!application!that!allowed!doubleTclicking!on!any!word!




used! in! the!pilot! study!unsuccessfully!because! it! required!a!good! internet!connection! that!
was!unavailable.!






they! were! not! interested! in! it! or! did! not! need! it.! Learner! B! preferred! faceTtoTface! oral!
feedback.!!
Next,! let! us! briefly! analyse! Dimension! 17! (using! the! video! transcript).! Compared! to! the!
feedback! dimension,! a! few! more! learners! (four:! learners! F,! G,! M! and! T)! read! the! video!
transcript!carefully!and!found!it!useful.!Of!the!six!learners!who!did!not!use!it!(learners!A,!B,!
C,!D,!J!and!S),!learner!B!insisted!on!preferring!oral!information,!learners!C!and!D!were!about!




















































































































































































dictionaries;! not! preparing! and! not! using! notes)! was! considerably! removed! from! the!
teacherTdesigner’s! expectations.! This! was! coupled! with! several! instances! of! significant!
breakdowns!in!the!expected!flow!of!events!or!course!of!action.!Although!her!case!is!perhaps!
‘extreme’! in!that!she!takes!a!radical! ‘otherTthanTlanguageTlearning’!orientation!to!the!task,!
some! of! her! data! reveals! patterns! of! behaviour! (e.g.,! not! adhering! to! the! task’s! practice!




the! task’s! VLE! and! the! associated! FlashMeeting! videoconference! application! and! (b)! an!
segment!towards!the!end!in!which!she!cannot!follow!written!instructions!to!record!her!video!
and! looks! for! links! leading! to! immediate! answers! to! her! problem.! Let! us! call! these! two!
segments! the! ‘Lost! password’! segment! and! the! ‘Links,! links,! links’! segment! for! ease! of!
reference.!
The! first!one,! the! ‘Lost!password’!segment,! is!an!almost!14Tminute! long!segment! in!which!
the!learner!could!not!remember!her!password!to!access!the!VLE!website!where!the!task!was!
hosted! (the! OU’s! OpenLearn! website,! in! this! case)! and! the! associated! FlashMeeting!




00:08:47.300! –! 00:10:32.400)! she! eventually! managed! to! send! a! request! to! have! a! new!
password!sent!to!her!by!email.!In!the!process!of!doing!this,!some!signs!of!a!lack!of!transfer!of!
digital! routines! started! to! become! visible,! such! as! struggling! to! request! a! reset! of! the!
password,!which! turned!this!expected!routineTlike!operation! into!a! labourTintensive!action!
































Her!excitement!at! receiving! the!email!message!with!her!new!password! (line!1)!contrasted!
with! her! immediate! lack! of! patience! to! read! the! contents! carefully! and! find! the! actual!









































She! justified! her! not! noticing! the! muchTneeded! new! password! in! the! email! message! by!
referring!to!certain!digital!routines!typical!of!online!services!such!as!Facebook!which!made!
her! ‘expect’! to! be! sent! messages! with! links! to! immediate! answers! to! her! user! needs! or!
questions! (lines! 35T39).! Her! practices! as! a! Facebook! user! and! her! personal! preferences!
seemed!to!intertwine!and!blur!in!her!narrative:!(a)!she!claimed!to!be!a!visual!person!(which!
she!seemed! to! link! to!being!a!Facebook!user),! (b)! she!had!a!preference! for!quick!answers!
(preferably!in!link!form!only!a!click!away,!as!is!the!case!with!Facebook!notifications).!These!
are!sufficient!grounds!to!claim!that!she!was!able! to! transfer!certain!digital! routines! to! the!
task’s! environment! only! too! easily! (e.g.,! expecting! links! to! immediate! answers)! but! not!
others! (e.g.,! resetting! an! online! password;! assuming! her! email! address! is! her! username;!
using!keyboard!shortcuts).!!
A! further! example! of! a! transfer! of! digital! routines! that! she! did!make! had! to! do!with! the!
inclusion! of! a! thumbnail! image! of! Sam’s! video! in! the! introductory! section! of! the! task.!




















In! contrast,! there! were! signs! that! a! number! of! other! basic! digital! routines! had! not! been!
acquired,! namely! doubleTclicking! on! icons! that! only! required! one! click,! typing! things! in! a!
textbox!field!that!had!not!been!selected!first!and!using!her!pointer!to!read!from!the!screen.!
These!were!aggravated!by!technological!constraints!of!the!online!tools!used,!such!as!missing!
code! that!would! automatically! bring! the! cursor! to! the! relevant! textbox! field,! especially! in!




asking! the! learner! if! she!wanted! to! join! the! learning!unit!every! time!she!changed!sections!
(even!though!she!was!signed!in!to!the!VLE)!and!the!fact!that!rightTclicking!to!paste!text!was!
not!allowed!in!this!environment.!FlashVlog!did!not!work!properly!either!but!this!was! likely!
due! to! connectivity! limitations! in! the! local!network!used! in! the!experiment.!Nevertheless,!
these! constraints! of! the! VLE! and! its! toolkit! cannot! justify! the! gaps! in! the! learner’s! digital!
skills,!something!a!small!amount!of!instruction!could!probably!resolve.!
Beyond!issues!around!digital!skills,!the!fact!that!learner!A!could!not!‘see’!the!password!in!the!
body! of! email! text! seems! to! be! a! literacy! issue! of! a! more! general! nature! (perhaps!
exacerbated!by!online!affordances)!worthy!of!further!analysis.!!
The!second!segment,!referred!to!earlier!as!the!‘Links,!links,!links’!segment,!is!rather!relevant!
to! pursue! this! literacy! issue.! It! is! a! 10Tminute! long! section! in! which! learner! A! becomes!

























78 (! She!goes!back!to!the!videoconference!window!and! clicks!on!‘Open!test!!
79 application’;! she!quickly!closes!the!window!when!she!realises!it’s!irrelevant; !!
80 goes!back!to!the!videoconference!window)!
81 A:!Teacher!!I!can’t!access!FlashVlog.!!























engage! with! it! (lines! 58T59).! Her! body! language! and! gestures! confirmed! her! restlessness!
(lines!60T63).!Still,!she!did!try!to!read!the!text!in!the!section!carefully!for!about!three!and!a!
half!minutes,!at!which!point!her!frustration!became!explicit!as!she!threw!her!hands!up!in!the!
air! (line! 62T63).! She! then! decided! to! move! on! to! the! next! section! in! the! task! and! what!





for! no! apparent! reason! (lines! 87T89).! In! lines! 78T80! she! clicked! on! another! irrelevant! link!
after!facing!a!technical!error!of!the!VLE!(or!the!browser)!that!prevented!her!from!closing!a!
popTup!window! (lines!76T77).! She! then!decided! to! stop! trying! for!herself! and!went! to! the!
videoconference! page! to! ask! the! teacher! for! help! (line! 81).! Next! came! a! series! of! online!
audio! instructions! from! the! teacher! (similar! to! those!written! in! the! task)! that! the! learner!











































Apart! from! the! teacher’s! use! of! ‘we’! in! lines! 120! and! 128! (denoting! perhaps! his! level! of!
involvement!in!the!SR!session!as!a!teacher,!as!a!researcher!or!identifying!with!the!learner),!
the!excerpt!clearly!illustrates!the!selfTreported!preference!of!learner!A!for!links!(“Why!didn’t!
they! give! a! link”;! line! 109)! that! lead! to! immediate! ‘answers’! (e.g.,! in! lines! 122T126! she!
recalled! being! mistakenly! drawn! to! the! ‘Quickstart’! name! of! a! link! expecting! a! ‘quick’!
solution)! and! her! disdain! for! the!written! instructions! provided! (lines! 107T108).!When! she!
was! not! given! what! she! preferred,! her! reaction! was! one! of! giving! up! (“Oh! God,! I! don’t!
understand!anything”;! line!110)! and!deciding! to!move!on! to! another! section! (“OK,!what’s!
next”;! line!111).!Although!her!progress! in! the! task!came!to!a!halt!without! the! instructions!
she!refused!to!follow,!her!quest!for!links!elsewhere!continued,!bearing!no!results!(“The!link?!
Where! is! it…?”;! line!114).!This!deadTend!situation!was!resolved!with!a!sort!of!compromise!
when! the! learner! accepted! to! be! given! instructions! but! only! orally,! online.! Yet,! the!
experience!confirmed!the!learner’s!belief!that!links!are!her!‘saviours’!(lines!130T131).!!
Yet,!if!links!really!did!have!this!saving!grace,!why!did!the!learner!not!use!any!of!the!support!















































from!a!body!of!email! text! (‘Lost!password’! segment),!which!suggests!some!sort!of! literacy!
problem,! and,! in! general,! (c)! had! a! preference! for! links! to! immediate! answers! and! ‘live’!
feedback!rather!than!automated!feedback.!
So! far! learner! A’s! behaviour! appears! to! be! motivated! by! reasons! other! than! language!
learning!ones.!But!if!language!learning!is!not!her!motivation,!what!is!it!then?!!
In!terms!of!mediation!by!tools,!her!use!(or!rather!lack!of!use)!of!other!tools!available!to!her!




not! use! written! notes! during! her! video! presentation,! nor! the! task’s! feedback,! the! video!
transcript! or! dictionaries,! and! she! did! not! adhere! to! the! task! but! instead! skipped! whole!
sections! (e.g.,! the! preparation! and! practice! sections).! Additionally,! she! rehearsed! none! of!






























proofreading! standards! were! set! and! another! reference! to! her! known! preference! for!





beyond! the! scope! of! this! study.! Second,! she! referred! to! a! positive! experience! using!
dictionaries! (lines!169T171)!at! a! recent! course,! although! this!might!have!been!a! comment!
uttered!to!please!the!researcher,!who!taught!that!course!and!insisted!on!the!importance!of!






language! she! has! been! exposed! to! before.! Failing! that,! she! resorts! to! Google! translate,!
which! is! often! fruitless.! This! is! a! clear! example! of! her! position! at! the! ‘finding’! end! of! the!



























task);! her! only! concern! was! her! efficiency! (not! having! completed! the! experiment! fast!
enough)!(lines!179T184).!She!said!nothing!of!the!quality!or!accuracy!of!the!language!she!used!
or! the! amount! of! English! she! had! learned! during! the! task.! The! fact! that! she! likes! to! talk!
























195)! and! therefore! she! felt! the! ‘need’! to! take! advantage! of! the! experiment! as! an!
opportunity!to!talk!about!it.!Her!motivation!to!get!this!negative!experience!off!her!chest!was!

















this! local!context!(as!stated,!for! instance,!by!the!two!participants! in!the!pilot!study,!whose!
comments!motivated!the!design!of!a!speaking!task!rather!than!something!else).!This!lack!of!
supported! speaking! practice! opportunities! will! be! addressed! in! the! final! chapters! of! this!
thesis!(Chapter!6!and!Chapter!7).!
The!lack!of!opportunities!in!the!school!context!is!sometimes!compensated!by!opportunities!














Bible! readings! and! other! religious! activities! seen! as! language! learning! opportunities!
attracted!learner!A!(line!209)!and!keep!appealing!other!young!adults!in!countries!like!Mexico!


























Alternatively,! such! a! negative! perspective! of! her! own! ability!may! have!made! her! see! the!
prospect! of! improving! her! pronunciation! as! being! an! insurmountable! task,! at! least!
independently,! considering!her! renewed!calls! for! support! (lines!212T215)! that! she! felt! she!
did!have!at!a!private!language!school!she!used!to!attend!but!not!in!the!institutional!context!















223).! The! task! also! strengthened! her! perception! of! needing! practice! (presumably! of! oral!
skills!but!perhaps!also!of!written!ones)!(line!224).!
A!final!issue!related!to!mediation!by!language!(focus!on!form)!will!bring!us!even!closer!to!the!






















proper!words’! in! this!case)! in!her!head!(line!231),! from!what!she!already!knew,! instead!of!
‘searching’! for! them,! that! is,! learning! something! new.! Second,! her! proofreading! and! selfT
correcting!were!motivated!by!her!desire!not!to!appear!to!be!an!‘ignorant’!person!(line!237).!
Although!legitimate,!this!motive!seems!slightly!divorced!from!a!genuine!interest!in!language!
per!se,!or! from!the!aspiration!to!communicate!well! in! the!L2,!and!rather!appears! to!come!
from!an!interest!in!gaining!‘social!capital’!by!writing!in!a!way!that!‘looks’!good.!In!short,!this!
is!perhaps!motivated!by!a!need!to!avert!mistakes!(i.e.,!signs!of!failure)!and!achieve!success!in!
life,!a!somewhat!utilitarian!view!of! language.! It!could!be!argued!that! this! is!an! instance!of!

















This! is! perhaps! a! good! point! to! turn! to! data! directly! concerned! with! language! learning!
orientation.!In!an!earlier!excerpt!(lines!21T22!above),!as!soon!as!she!saw!the!video!feed!from!
































learn! about!herself! and!develop!as! a!person.!Ultimately! this! process!of! selfTdiscovery! and!
personal! development! is! the! main! motivator! and! the! determining! force! behind! her!



































written!notes,!Google! translate,! feedback!and! the! video! transcript.!Additionally,! she!quite!
closely! adhered! to! the! task! and! seemed! to! have! a! genuine! language! learning! orientation,!





In! this! case,! a! good! entry! point! to! the! analysis! of! learner! F’s! data!may! be! the! process! of!
mediation!by! language.!On! the! face!of! it,! learner!F!appeared! to!have!a! significantly! lower!
level!of!ability!in!English,!closer!to!a!lowerTintermediate!level!than!to!an!intermediate!level,!





































In! lines!13T14!she! introduced!the!notion!of! ‘writing!properly’!as! the!source!of!her!anxiety.!
She! seemed! to! struggle!when! she!had! to!use! certain!prepositions!and! follow!grammatical!
rules!(lines!14T18).!She!then!added!verb!tenses!(line!18T19)!and!discourse!cohesion!(line!20)!
to! her! woes.! These! problems! mirror! those! of! learner! A! (e.g.,! productive! skills! and! verb!
















of! her! lexical! and!discourse!weaknesses! (lines! 21T22)! and! lack! of! listening! comprehension!
practice!(lines!28T29).!She!felt!more!exposed!to!written!than!to!spoken!English.!Nonetheless,!
in! lines! 23T25! there! was! a! first! indication! that! she! was! prepared! to! create! her! own!
opportunities! for! language! practice! (see! below! for! further! analysis! of! her! mediation! by!
others!in!social!interaction).!










She! insisted! that! ‘writing! properly’!was! the! source! of! her! distress! (lines! 35T36).! But!what!
compelled!her!to!feel!under!pressure!to!write!properly?!The!first!clue!can!be!found! in!the!













popTwindow! before! she! tried! to! answer! the! question,! contrary! to! what! the! teacher! had!
expected.!She!then!poised!herself!(by!dragging!the!feedback!window!to!a!suitable!space!on!

























57 ( goes!to!the!feedback!window)!( goes!to!the!task!window!and!begins!typing)!!
58 (The!other!selfTaccess!centre!user!stands!up!and!goes!to!find!help!to!turn!on!a!TV)!!
59 (Reading!from!feedback)!That's!that's...!( goes!to!task!window!and! types!her!!
60 answer)!That's!very!nice.!!
61 ( goes!back!to!feedback!window!and!reads)!Anything!( goes!to!task!window!!
62 and!types!her!answer)!Anything!(reads!it!to!herself)!Anything!( goes!to!feedback!!
63 window!and!reads!to!herself)!Anything!( goes!back!to!task!window!and!talks!to!!









After! looking! up! ‘anything! goes’! in!Google! translate! (line! 56)! she! then! typed! ‘That’s! very!
nice’!(line!60),!paraphrasing!the!original!‘That’s!good’!provided!in!the!feedback.!In!the!lines!










































Learner! F! came! to! the! task! to! face!a!dread,!namely!public! speaking.! There! is!no!evidence!
that!this!was!the!main!motivation!for!learner!F!but!it!is!clear!that!she!felt!as!though!she!had!










taking! part! in! the! study! was! her! interest! in! pursuing! her! personal! and! professional!






Let! us! now! go! back! to! learner! F´s! proficiencyTrelated! difficulties.! How! did! she! overcome!
those! difficulties?! The! answer! is! twofold:! she! relied! heavily! on! (a)! mediation! by! private!
speech!and!(b)!mediation!by!tools.!Let!us!look!at!the!former!first.!
As! predicted! by! Ellis! (2003)! (see!Chapter! 2),! learner! F’s! lower! ability! increased! her! use! of!




bidirectional,! in!other!words,!she!read!aloud!both! input! (e.g.,!questions! from!the!task!and!
translations! from! Google! translate)! and! output! (e.g.,! her! answers! to! questions! and! her!
rehearsals!for!the!video!presentation):!!

















She! was! not! afraid! to! repeat! the! same! word! or! structure! many! times! to! get! the!

















































just!as!much!as!she!needed!to!turn!speech! into!text!by! ‘writing! in!the!air’!new!vocabulary!
(lines! 123T124).! Her! words! are! remarkably! evocative! of! Vygotsky’s! thesis! developed! in!
‘Chapter!8:!The!prehistory!of!written!language’!of!his!1978!work.!In!it,!Vygotsky!calls!speech!
first! order! symbolism! and! writing! second! order! symbolism! insofar! as! the! latter! is! a!
representation! of! the! former.! Children! (and! perhaps! second! language! learners)! gradually!
develop! from! speech! to! writing! until! writing! becomes! a! directly! symbolic! form! of!
representation,!whereby!the!child!(or!second!language!learner)!no!longer!needs!to!resort!to!
speech! to! interpret!and!produce!written! language.!Vygotsky!attaches!great! significance! to!
gestures!in!this!process!as!he!sees!gestures!such!as!“writing!in!the!air”!(Vygotsky!1978:!107)!
as! the! precursors! of! writing.! He! claims! that! writing! began! with! gestures! that! preceded!






learner! F’s! account!might! be! interpreted! as! evidence! of! the! early! stages! of! the! language!
learning!processes!not!of! a! child! in! this! case!but!of! a! second! language! learner!with!a! low!




start!with!the!transfer!of!digital! routines.!Unlike! learner!A,!her!behaviour! in!this!respect! is!
not!too!remarkable!because!for!the!most!part!she!worked!effectively!online!without!much!
difficulty.!Yet,!it!is!significant!that!at!one!point!she!expected!interactivity!from!an!image!of!a!



















her! textbooks! before! (lines! 133T134).! The! interactivity! she! expected! came! from! her! prior!
online! experiences,! as! she! assumed! there! would! be! mediaTrich! content! that! was! not!
available.!This!is!significant!and!must!be!considered!in!future!designs!of!online!tasks.!
The! experiment! also! served! the! purpose! of! realising! that! digital! routines! do! not! transfer!
easily! across! borders.! The! video! used! as! input! in! the! task! featured! Sam,! one! of! many!
American! students! in! their! early! twenties! who! put! up! videos! introducing! themselves! on!
YouTube! for!everyone!to!watch.!Although!this! is!easier!for!native!L1!speakers!such!as!Sam!














please”! (lines! 142T143),! because! she! does! not! want! to! make! herself! available! to! “great!
masses! [of! people]”! (line! 147).! This! might! respond! to! her! uneasiness! about! speaking! in!





online! dictionaries! (LFTE! 00:01:46.996! –! 00:02:03.896).! She! seemed! to! have! been!
















Although! it! was! partly! helpful! (lines! 152,! 156),!Google! translate! was! not! ideal! because! it!
could! not! go! beyond! providing! wordTforTword! translations! (lines! 150T152).! Her! comment!
about! the! web! application’s! inability! to! link! words! like! her! is! testimony! to! the! learner’s!
capacity!to!laugh!at!herself!(line!151)!and!to!the!limitations!of!the!application.!
Learner!F!did!not!use!delaying!tactics!before!recording!her!video.! Instead,!she!rehearsed!a!
great! number! of! times! and! recorded! 18! false! starts! and! four! complete! versions! of! her!
presentation.!Understandably,! false!starts! frustrated!her!and! this!became!manifest! in! fake!
soft!crying!and!gestures.!However,!her!frustration!did!not!escalate!to!an!outburst!of!tension!






















to! language! learning! and! learner! development.! (For! information! on! language! learning!
strategies,!see!Oxford!2011).!
Let! us! now! turn! to! the! final! part! of! this! analysis! of! learner! F’s! behaviour! by! looking! at!
mediation! by! others! in! social! interaction! and! processes! of! orientation! and! personal!
development.!
Learner! F! (like! learner! A)! looked! for! languageTpractice! opportunities! out! of! the! school!
context.! In!her!case,!she!described!her!habit!of!going!to!the!cinema!with!her!boyfriend!to!










































Eventually,! what! emerged! was! a! concern! with! her! public! image;! she! wanted! to! ‘look’!
professional!and!this!professional!orientation!was!already!dictating!her!life!choices,!lest!they!
may! affect! her! reputation! (lines! 185T190).! Societal! conventions! worthy! of! further!
investigation!were!playing!a!significant!role!in!this.!










































































never! really! subsided! (lines! 209T210,! 212T213! and! 215T216)! to! the! date! when! the!
experiment!was!held.!
























When! questioned! about! the! reason! for! using! notes,! she! reported! her! commonTsense!
approach:!“It’s!hard!enough!speaking!so!I!need!some!basis!to!do!it!properly”!(line!232T233).!
The!basis!she!referred!to!may!be! interpreted!as!tools,!preparation!and!a!certain!degree!of!
language! learning!orientation! to! the! task.!Upon! further!questioning,! she! revealed! that!her!




readings,! particularly! of! Vygotsky,! where! a! strong! emphasis! on! ‘development’! and! the!
‘genesis’!of!the!learning!activity!is!made;!on!the!other!hand,!it!is!also!a!reflection!of!similar!
personal!experiences!of!having!to!grow!up!‘quickly’!experienced!by!the!teacher.!This!kind!of!















!In! her! last! job,! she! came! into! contact!with! professionals! (lines! 244T246)! and! she!became!
more!motivated! to!pursue! success! in! life! through!education! (“you!can’t!get! there!without!
anything”;!line!246).!The!down!side!of!her!drive!for!success!was!fear!of!failure!(see!lines!88T
89!above),!as!was!the!case!with!learner!A,!who!was!also!concerned!with!“getting!it!wrong”.!!
To! compound! the! stress! caused! by! feeling! examTtype! pressure,! learner! F! also! felt! (as! did!
learner!A)!pressure!to!keep!her!task!time!to!a!certain!time!limit,!which!reportedly!prevented!
her! from! using! dictionaries! (LFTSR! 00:18:14.177! –! 00:18:44.461).! The! analysis! of! learners!
feeling! under! time! pressure! to! complete! things! as! quickly! as! possible! will! be! resumed! in!
Chapter!6!below.!
To!summarise,!this!section!shows!that! learner!F’s!orientation!to!the!task!responded!to!her!

















their!behaviour!and!performance!in!this! language!learning!task.!This! latter!process,!that! is,!





Finally,! earlier! in! this! chapter! the! effects! of! the! camera! used! in! the! task! were! clearly!

















Given! her! background! of! selfTimage! problems,! learner! F’s! comment! in! line! 249! (“I! look!
awful”)!came!as!no!surprise.!The!teacher’s!subsequent!attempts!at!reassuring!her!did!little!
to!console!her!as!her! last!words! in! line!258! imply!resignation!rather!than!acceptance.!This!
evidence! must! inform! task! design! involving! technology! in! the! future.! Young! learners! are!
struggling!to!come!to!terms!with!their!budding!identity!and!image!in!ways!that!our!designs!
may!not!consider!sufficiently.!The!potential!effects!of!technology!can!be!positive!as!well!as!
negative.! It! would! be! important! to! make! every! possible! attempt! at! harnessing! them!
effectively.!
5.6! Conclusion!






























































































public! documents! from! international! bodies! such! as! the! OECD! and! the!World! Bank! (see!
Appendix!7!for!further!details,!p.!393).!
Built! upon! the! legacy! of! other! educational! institutions! that,! under! different! names,! date!
back!to!the!18th!century,!the!University!of!Guanajuato!is!a!fairly!modern!university!founded!
in!1945!(“Reseña!histórica”),!shortly!after!Mexico!entered!its!modern!period!under!the!PRI!
(Revolutionary! Institutional! Party)! government,! which! ruled! uninterruptedly! with! almost!
absolute!powers!until!2000.!The!institution!only!achieved!an!autonomous!status!in!1994,!the!




was!signed!and!the! first!selfTaccess!centre!at! the! institution!opened!under!the!auspices!of!
the!British!Council.!The!institution’s!most!important!structural!reform!began!in!2007,!as!did!
the! expansion!of! the! selfTaccess! centres! that! resulted! in! 10!new! selfTaccess! centres! being!
opened! in! the! four! new! campuses,! which! were! granted! a! significant! level! of! devolved!
powers,!in!2009!(for!more!key!historical!events!see!Appendix!2,!p.!282).!
The! state! of! Guanajuato! is! a! densely! populated! state! of! close! to! six! million! inhabitants!
(“Censo!2010”)!living!in!an!area!of!30,000!sq!km!roughly!the!size!of!Belgium.!It!is!the!largest!
contributor!of!migrant!unskilled!workforce!to!the!US!of!all! the!Mexican!states! (10%!of!the!
1.1! million! Mexican! migrants! in! 2005T2010! were! from! the! state! of! Guanajuato;! “Censo!
2010”).! Education! levels! are! low! in! terms! of! numbers! of! students! (school! enrolment! in!
higher!education!in!2008!was!27%!of!the!population!in!the!relevant!age!group!compared!to!
34%! in! Brazil;! “World! Bank!Data! 2011”),! the! quality! of! their! performance! (the! latest! PISA!
results!ranging!between!416!and!433!in!Mexico!compared!to!the!OECD!average!of!about!500!
points;!“PISA!2009”)!and!the!average!number!of!years!of!education!completed!(7.2,!one!of!
the! lowest! in! the! country;! “Censo! 2010”).! Historically,! the! state! has! played! a! crucial! role!


























having! increased! from!25!million!people! in!1950! to!112!million! in!2010,!of!which!55%!are!
under! 30;! “Censo! 2010”).! Inequality! is! perhaps! epitomised! by! the! case! of! the!











Broadband! Portal”! using! 2009! data),! whilst! the! 2.5! Mbps! average! advertised! broadband!
download! speed! is! the! slowest! in! the! OECD,! in! sharp! contrast! with! that! of! the! US! (14.6!
Mbps)! and! the! OECD! average! (30.5! Mbps)! (“OECD! Broadband! Portal”).! This! is! forcefully!
echoed!by!a!top!IT!manager!at!the!institution:!





Countrywide! political! efforts! to! counteract! this! problem! appear! to! run! into! the!







has! to!do!with! the!digital!divide! issue! in!Mexico.! It!was!a!very! frustrating!experience!
because!sometimes!you!are!not!too!convinced!about!the!decisions!that!you!are!taking!
and! they! end! up! destroying! you.! That! is! the! sad! part! of! such! public! posts,! because!














reduce! broadband! access! (and! its! quality)! in! a! context! where,! in! 2009,! only! 18%! of!
households!were! connected! to! the! internet! (“OECD!Mexico”)! compared! to! 74%! in! the!US!
(Ducate!and!Arnold!2011).!
Huge!public! investment! in!education,!reaching!22%!of!Mexico’s!total!public!expenditure! in!
2010! compared! to! 10%! in! Italy! and! the! 13%! OECD! average,! makes! Mexico! the! biggest!










2010),! and! it! is! expected! to!double!again! in! the!next! ten! years! (reaching!40,000!by!2020)!
(“PLADI! 2010T2020”),!which!puts! pressure!on! available! resources! (with! a! 26! studentsTperT
teacher! ratio! Mexico! has! the! biggest! class! sizes! in! higher! education! of! all! the! OECD!
countries;! “Education! at! a! Glance! 2010”).! Increasing! student! numbers! and! maintaining!
standards! is! always! a! difficult! balancing! act,! although! it! is! also! true! that! the! university’s!










A! paradox! adds! to! the! complexity! of! technologyTrelated! issues.! After! deploying! its! own!








unfinished! because! a! lot! of! people! are! not! specialists.! For! example,! the! telephone!
system!is!integrated!to!the!network,!it's!not!like!it!used!to!be,!a!specialist!is!needed!but!
the!campuses!don't!have!them,!and!we!haven't!been!able! to!achieve!this!because!of!





A! striking! finding! from! the! review! of! institutional! documents! is! the! fact! that! the! concept!
‘free(dom)’!is!used!four!times!in!the!university’s!mission!statement.!In!contrast,!this!concept!
is! not!mentioned! at! all! in! the!mission! statements! of! other! institutions,! such! as! the!Open!
University! (UK)!or! the!University!of!Helsinki! (Finland).!The!exact!meaning! intended!for!this!
concept!is!open!to!further!probing!and!interpretation,!but!from!a!dialectical!perspective!the!









Finally,! when! looking! at! change! processes! underway! at! the! institution! at! the! time! of! the!
study,! the! transition! to! a! competenceTbased!model! of! education9! is! of! particular! interest!





have! voiced! their! concerns! over! having! an! added! layer! of! administration! (the! campus),!
which!may! have! caused! greater! rather! than! lesser! levels! of! bureaucracy! and! inefficiency,!
especially!in!the!period!of!transition!from!the!old!to!the!new!structure.!In!the!following!data!
excerpt! both! the! intertwining! of! various! change! processes! and! the! frustration! at! the!
perceived!inefficiency!of!the!new!administrative!structure!become!apparent.!
When! I! started!working!at!FIMEE!–!now!DICIS!–! [different!names! for! the!Engineering!
Division]!I!was!in!charge!of!getting!the!CAADI![selfTaccess!centre]!started.![In!the!past]!
[i]t!was,! I! think,! to! do! any! kind! of! procedure! (asking! for! paper...)! it!was! quicker! and!
shorter;!I!just!had!to!deal!with!one,!two,!three!people,!who!were!above!me.!With!the!
recent! [restructuring]! process! there! are! so! many! posts,! and! they! are! not! clearly!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






example,! to! ask! for! toner! for!my!printer,! a! simple! thing,! the! procedure! takes! a! long!




The! perception! of! an! administration! that! is! inefficient! when! responding! to! requests! is! in!
sharp! contrast!with! that!of! an! administration! that! is! demanding!when!asking! things!of! its!
employees,!as!the!following!data!excerpt!shows.!
The!administration!is!asking!us!to!deliver!this![new!curriculum]!immediately.!It!worries!
me! a! bit! that! things! are! done! 'al! vapor'! [at! full! steam],! fast,! because! they! are!
demanding!that!we!meet!a!deadline,!and!it![the!curriculum]!may!not!work.!
(Middle!manager!with!permanent!post!interview)!




done.! Their! vision! as! an! academic! body! or! as! engineers,! I! don't! know,! is! that! things!










first!but!we!can!keep!on!polishing! it! later.!At! least! in! this!engineering!division! I! think!
that! their! vision! is! based! precisely! on! that! [doing! things! quickly! and! then! polishing!
them].!
(Middle!manager!with!permanent!post!interview)!
The!only!caveat! to!this!approach! is! that!academic!programmes!at!undergraduate! level!are!
only!reviewed,!on!average,!every!five!years,!which!seems!a!serious! limitation!to!‘polishing’!
efforts.!!
To! summarise,! Mexico! and! the! University! of! Guanajuato! may! still! be! in! a! process! of!
consolidating! their! institutional! structures,! in! pursuit! of! realising! individual! and! collective!
aspirations! to! certain! rights! and! freedoms,! if! we! consider! the! relatively! recent! advent! of!
‘real’! democracy! for! the! country! (2000)! and! autonomy! for! the! institution! (1994).! The!
university!has!been!experiencing!a!period!of!constant!changes,!structural!reform!(2007)!and!
expansion! that! has! led! to! the! creation! of! 10! new! selfTaccess! centres! within! the! state! of!





the! US! invests! heavily! in! Mexico! on! the! back! of! the! freeTtrade! agreement! that! exists!
between! the! two! countries! and! Canada.! Significant! investment! in! education! has! not!
produced! the! desired! results! as! students! reach! higher! education! in! comparatively! small!
numbers!and!often!unprepared.! The!Engineering!Division!where! the! study!was! conducted!
was!created!in!1964!as!a!highTachievers!technical!school!with!a!vision!of!academic!excellence!
and!strong!ties!to!the!oil!refinery!that!triggered!the!significant!expansion!and!development!
of! the!city!of!Salamanca!since! it! first!opened! in!1950.! It!was!only! in! the!recent!2008T2011!
fourTyear! period! that! new!nonTengineering! programmes! (business,! digital! arts! and! TESOL)!
have!been!launched!at!the!division.!The!provision!of!IT!services!at!this!local!higherTeducation!
institution! is! still! an! issue! because! of! expensive,! poor! broadband! access,! lack! of! technical!
expertise! and! national! political! interests! preventing! a! better! provision! of! connectivity.!
Prevalent!modes!of!topTdown,!bureaucratic!and!demanding!management!styles!may!mirror!
political! and! economic! practices! typical! of! this! local! context! giving! rise! to! feelings! of!


































































































A! number! of! disturbances! presented! in! this! thesis! point! to! the! existence! of! a! primary!
contradiction!affecting!individual!learners!as!they!struggle!to!make!sense!of!their!language!
learning! activity.! The! very! orientation! of! learners! to! the! task,! often! guided! by! personal!
development!goals! (in! five!out!of! ten!cases)!and!significantly!affected!by!fear!of! failure! (in!
four!cases),!suggests!both!the!importance!of!growth!issues! in!their!transition!to!adulthood!
and!ways! in!which!they!respond!to!social!and! institutional!pressures,!generally!resulting! in!




exchange! value!of! language.!One!way! in!which! this! contradiction!manifests! itself! is! in! the!
testTlike! approach! to! the! task! affecting! six! learners,! including! feeling! time! pressure! to!






























and!paralinguistic! features! and! reflection!on! language! learning! strategies,!which!were!not!
picked!up!on!by!some!of!the!learners.!For!instance,!five!learners!skipped!whole!sections!of!






well’! or! ‘writing! appropriately’! shown!by!eight!of! the! learners! in! the! study! seems! to!bear!
more! relation! to! a! desire! to! conform! to! social! conventions! (e.g.,! gaining! social! capital,! in!
Learner! A’s! case)! or! to! academic! expectations! (e.g.,! learner! F’s! case)! than! to! genuine!
‘learning!for!learning’s!sake’!or!to!achieve!any!‘real’!language!learning!outcomes!(those!set!
by! the! task!or! by! the! learners! themselves),! as! four! learners! reported! focusing!on! form! to!
look!good!or!not!stupid.!!This!may!be!linked!to!the!culture!of!‘getting!things!done’!without!
much! regard! for! the! quality! or! the! process! of! doing! them! (and! learning! to! do! them)!
stemming! from! local! workplace! massTproductionTbased! practices,! the! academic!
environment! where! management! follows! a! ‘fullTsteam’! approach! and! possibly! the! low!
income! households! of! most! of! the! learners,! if! Wertsch! et! al.’s! (1984)! findings! from!
experiments! conducted! with! Brazilian! mothers! and! their! children! are! believed! to! be!
applicable! to! this! context! too.! This! systemic! current! in! favour! of! a! ‘getting! things! done’!





been! ‘effective’! in! completing! the! task.! But! there! are! other! contributing! factors! beyond!
orientation! which! will! make! it! necessary! to! look! at! further! contradictions! involving!
mediation!by! tools,! the! community! and! rules.! The! rich! literature!on! intrinsic! and!extrinsic!
motivation! should! also! be! considered! in! relation! to! this! contradiction! (see,! for! instance,!
Dörnyei!2001;!Gardner!2001).!
The!role!of!the!teacher!
Although! the! focus! of! the! study! is! on! learning! and! the! learner,! the! entire! analysis! and!
interpretation!is!coloured!by!the!teacher’s!perspective.!Additionally,!the!various!roles!played!




passion! onto! the! task,! admiring! it! in! ways! that! could! lead! to! shortTsightedness! and!
misjudgements! about! the! language! learners! and! the! language! learning! activity! being!
investigated.! In! short,! this! contradiction! blocking! the! transition! from! the! object! of! the!
activity!to!language!learning!outcomes!requires!both!learners!and!the!teacher!to!‘transcend’!














to! read! on! paper.! Although! further! studies! would! be! required! to! prove! this! claim!
conclusively,! it! may! be! argued! that! this! practice! speaks! of! a! low! level! of! literacy! in! the!
learners,!not!a!surprise! in!a!context!where!the!average!level!of!education!is!7.2!years.!The!
case!for!underdeveloped!literacy!is!reinforced!by!recent!PISA!results.!In!contrast,!‘orality’!has!
a! strong! presence! locally! and! ‘orality’! can! be! said! to! be! the! precursor! of! ‘literacy’! in! the!
development! of! higher! psychological! functions.! Consistent! with! this! is! the! prevalence! of!






internet! access! than! in! other! areas! of! the! world! (only! 18%! of! households! in!Mexico! are!
connected!to!the!internet),!has!not!waited!for!literacy!levels!to!improve;!instead,!new!digital!
practices!have! combined!with! traditional! literacy!practices! to!produce!unexpected! results.!
The!new!media!can!be!said!to!be!responsible!for!at!least!three!learners!assuming!they!would!
be! provided! with! immediate! answers! or! solutions! to! their! academic! needs! during! the!




This! toolTfree,! ‘in! the! head’! approach! to! the! task! was! perhaps! one! of! the! most! striking!

























advance! their! language! ability.! Conversely,! learner!A! and! learner! F’s! ‘conflicts’!with! peers!
when! trying! to! organise! informal! conversation! practice! sessions!with! unresponsive! fellow!
learners! can! be! interpreted! as! an! indication! that! a! contradiction! exists! whereby! these!
language! learners! require! support! from!more! capable!peers! (or! adults),! as! reported!by! at!
least!six!learners,!that!is!currently!not!sufficiently!available.!Opportunities!for!‘solo’!practice!





five! learners!used!the!SR!sessions!as!opportunities! to! learn!new!vocabulary!and!reflect!on!
their! language! learning! strategies.! During! the! experiment,! as! many! learners! (two)!
appreciated!the!presence!of!the!teacher!as!those!that!found!it!embarrassing.!The!issue!here!
seems!to!be!one!of!offering!options!for!learners!to!engage!in!work!in!their!zone!of!proximal!
development! with! more! capable! peers! or! adults! (to! fill! in! the! shoes! of! the! interlocutor!
imagined!by!seven!of!the!learners)!and!private!spaces!(physical!and!online)!where!they!can!
not!only!do!‘solo’!work!of!the!kind!required!in!the!study!but!also!resort!to!private!speech!in!a!
‘safe’! environment.! These! developments! should! not! hide! the! fact! that! a! considerable!
amount! of! language! learning! work! is! already! going! on! socially! out! of! the! classroom,! as!












which! runs! against! ideal! conditions! for! productive! learning! to! flourish.!What! is!more,! the!
interpretation! being! proposed! here! is! that! the! academic! environment! (generally! in!
traditional! education! settings! and! this! particular! highTachievers! school)! and! the! social!
environment! (dictated!by!economic!and! sociocultural!practices!with!a! strong!emphasis!on!
results! and! success)! predispose! the! learners! in! ways! that! clash! with! efforts! to! nurture! a!
favourable!pedagogical!environment.!In!this!regard,!the!recommendation!put!forward!in!the!
closing! ‘Tertiary! section’!of! this! chapter! is! to!devise! strategies!of! various! kinds! to! foster! a!












learner!were! focusing! on)!manifested! themselves! during! the! study,! as! seen! in!Chapter! 5.!
Within! Dimension! 8! (transfer! of! digital! routines),! it! is! possible! to! observe!movements! of!
convergence!and!divergence!between! the!online! language! learning! and! teaching! activities!
and!digital!practices!of! learners!and!the!teacher!for!private,!social!and!academic!purposes.!




not! fulfilled,! the! course!of! the! language! learning!activity! can!be!derailed!with!unexpected!
consequences.! The! case! for! a! contradiction! affecting! these! neighbouring! activities! can! be!
made.! A! possible! resolution! of! this! contradiction! would! be! to! engage! local! practitioners,!










Another! significant! quaternary! contradiction! emerged! in! the! culturalThistorical! analysis!
included! in! this! chapter! between! two! neighbouring! activities,! the! institutional! activity! and!
the! national! economic! and! political! activity.! The! reader! may! recall! that! local! access! to!
broadband! is! the! slowest! and! the!most! expensive! of! all! OECD! countries.! In! the! view! of! a!
former!Mexican!MP,!this!situation!is!caused!by!economic!powersTthatTbe!and!defies!the!best!
political! intentions.! This! resulted! in! the! need! to! create! locallyTdeveloped! infrastructure! to!
curb! the! expensive! fees! of! the! internet! service! provider,! only! to! find! an! acute! scarcity! of!
trained!personnel! to! run! it.!All! in!all,! the! resulting!poor!and!unreliable! internet!connection!
caused!significant!disruption!to!both!pedagogical!and!research!efforts!during!the!study!and!
raises! questions! about! what! the! ‘real’! chances! of! deploying! online! language! learning! of!
acceptable!quality!are.!Problems!were!also!observed! involving!the!two!VLEs!used!and!their!
associated! tools.! Presently,! the! resolution! to! this! particular! contradiction! appears! to! be!
beyond!the!scope!of!intervention!of!learners,!practitioners!or!the!institution.!








Figure&22:&Quaternary& contradiction&affecting& the& language& learning,& the& language& teaching&and& the&
institutional&activities&
A! further! quaternary! contradiction!may! exist,! one! that! draws! learners,! practitioners! and!
institutional! management! into! a! sort! of! ‘technological! pull’,! as! some! of! the! data! from!
institutional!documents!analysed!above!suggests.!This!phenomenon!inevitably!increases!the!
provision!of!technologyTmediated!language!learning!opportunities!in!the!institution!but!the!
study! has! shown! the! gap! separating! current! practice! from! the! desired! ‘normalisation’! or!




learner! energy,! attention! and! enjoyment! from! higher! psychological! functions).! In! short,!








Figure& 23:& Tertiary& contradiction& affecting& the& traditional& language& learning& activity& and& the& new&
online&language&learning&activity&
To! conclude! this! chapter,! at! the! core! of! the! language! learning! activity! under! study! there!
seems!to!be!a!tertiary!contradiction!involving!the!emergence!of!a!new!form!of!learning,!that!
is,!online!language!learning,!heavily!reliant!on!written!discourse!at!present,!in!a!sociocultural!
environment! where! orality! still! plays! an! important! role! and! ranks! high! on! the! learners’!
preferences,!especially!for! learning!and!instruction!purposes.!This! is!a!significant!clash!that!
becomes! clear,! for! instance,! when! learner! A,! in! the! ‘Links,! links,! links’! segment! analysed!
earlier,!refuses!to!follow!written!instructions!and!begins!to!behave!erratically!only!to!accept!
























to! contradictions! by! looking! for! a! new! ‘thirdness’,! something! that! is! not! yet! there,! that! is! “novel! and!mediating!models,! concepts! and!



























































One! of! the! core! activityTtheoretical! principles! followed! in! this! thesis! is! the! dialectic!
relationship!between!the!use!value!(intrinsic!value)!and!the!exchange!value!(societal!value)!
of! language! learning.! Drawing! on! Bateson’s! (1972)! concept! of! the! ‘hidden! curriculum’!
(implicit! rules! dictated! by! societal! pressures)! the! case! for! a! clash! between! learning! for!
language!development!gains!and!learning!for!social!advancement!in!this!educational!context!
can!be!made.!Evidence!shown!in!Chapter!5!and!Chapter!6!suggests!that!the!young!language!




implicit! rules!pushing! them! to! ‘get! things!done’! in! the! shortest!possible! time! in!perceived!
testTlike! conditions!with! little! regard! for! language! learning! opportunities.! This! orientation!
towards! achieving! results! may! respond! to! (a)! the! institutional! highTachievers,! technical!
setting! of! the! study,! in! line!with! Laurillard’s! (2002)! claims! regarding! the! relevance! of! the!
institutional! environment,! (b)! sociocultural! perceptions! of! intelligence! and! success! and! (c)!
methods!of!mass!production!pervasive! in! the! local! economic! sector!predominantly! led!by!
manufacturing!and!agriculture.!!
In! relation! to!sociocultural!perceptions,! it! is!particularly! relevant! to! revisit!Wertsch!et!al.’s!
(1984)! study! with! Brazilian! mothers! presented! earlier.! Findings! from! this! study! seem! to!
confirm! that! the! lowTincome!background!of!most! learners!may!have! conditioned! them! to!
avoid!making! (or! reflecting! on)!mistakes,! just! as! it! did!with! Brazilian!mothers! of! a! similar!
socioeconomic!background.!Although! further! research!and!evidence! is!needed,! tentatively!
this!is!proof!that!any!processes!of!internalisation!of!new!knowledge!and!skills!are!dependent!
on!sociocultural!factors.!!
Movements! from!internalisation!to!externalisation!were!clearly!observable! in!the! learners’!
use! of! private! speech.! As! a! mediator! between! inner! speech! and! social! speech,! private!
speech!has! indeed!proved!to!be!valuable! (Vygotsky!1987;!Piaget!1923/1962;!SavilleTTroike!
1988)!in!illuminating!language!learning!processes!in!action.!The!very!fact!that!most!learners!
(not! only! those! of! a! low! proficiency,! as! expected! by! Ellis! 2003)! resort! to! private! speech!
regularly,!not!just!when!learning!English,!points!to!a!reliance!on!orality!and!to!a!certain!stage!








tools! such! as! maps! or! dictionaries,! in! this! case),! of! which! learners! make! little! use.!
Encouraging! learners!to!engage!in! learning!actions!that!require!use!of!higher!psychological!
functions!in!a!supported!environment!could!be!the!pedagogical!implication!of!this!finding.!
Little! doubt! remains! in! relation! to! the! importance! of! the! ‘agency’! and! ‘intentionality’! of!
learners!in!the!study.!Their!pursuit!of!personal!or!general!learning!goals!(Levy!and!Stockwell!
2006)! that! sometimes! respond! to! their! own! social! needs! rather! than! pedagogical! needs!
(Montoro! 1996)! makes! it! necessary! to! conduct! further! research! into! learner! needs! and!
motivation.! For! instance,! learners! clearly! express! a! preference! for! dialogic! rather! than!
monologic!interaction!(Ellis!2003;!Vygotsky!1987)!when!reflecting!upon!the!online!task!used!
in!the!experiment.!!
In! any! case,! learners! must! be! seen! as! complex! beings! shaped! by! and! shaping! external!
objects! with! which! they! interact,! not! just! as! an! embodiment! of! learning! identities! (see!
critique!by!Firth!and!Wagner!1997)!or!personas!(Heift!2002;!Cooper!1999;!Colpaert!2004)!as!
authors! from! other! theoretical! paradigms! may! claim.! In! this! context,! learner! orientation!





through! the! characterisation! of! the! language! learning! activity! system,! followed! by!
intervention,!as!argued!below.!!
7.2! About!mediation!by!others!
The! study! has! found! a! pervasive! need! for! support! from! others! in! language! learning!
processes.!Most!learners!have!outTofTclassroom!support!from!more!capable!peers!or!adults;!
yet,!a!contradiction!emerged!referring!to!the!inability!of!some!learners!to!have!access!to!this!
kind! of! support.! Generally! speaking,! learners! refer! to! their! need! for! dialogue! with! more!
capable!speakers.!The!implications!of!this!are!twofold:!on!the!one!hand,!learners!seem!to!be!
in!need!of!engaging!in!more!assisted!work!within!their!zone!of!proximal!development,!which!
makes! it! necessary! to! explore! the! Vygotskian! concept! of! ‘obuchenie’! regarding! teacherT
learner! interaction! referred! to! earlier! (see! Chapter! 2);! on! the! other! hand,! from! a!




these! issues!are!explored! through!very!valuable! contributions.!The! study!has!documented!
the!existing!need!for!(and!actual!practices!of)!mediation!by!others,!particularly!peers,!rather!









digital! (and!nonTdigital)! literacy!skills! in!some!of!the! learners,!raised!the!profile!of!toolTuse!
significantly.! Technologically! speaking,! an! important! concept! is! that! of! the! ‘second! level!
digital!divide’!(Hargittai!2001)!(lack!of!computer!skills)!compounding!problems!caused!by!the!
more!general!digital!divide! (lack!of! internet!access)!affecting!some! learners! in! this!context!
who!had! to!“engage!more!with! the! technology! itself! than! the! language! they!are! learning"!
(Levy! and! Stockwell! 2006:! 214).! This!may! explain!why! technology! does! not! appear! to! be!
‘normalised’! or! ‘transparent’11! (Bax! 2003)! as! evidenced! by! processes! of! transfer! of! digital!
routines! described! earlier.! In! activityTtheoretical! terms,! the! tendency! should! be! one! of!
movement!from!actions!to!routines,!of!‘routinising’,!as!Rogers!(2003)!put!it.!However,!let!us!
remember! that! the! learners! were! not! frequent! users! of! traditional! tools! such! as! printed!
dictionaries! either,! which! suggests! a! greater! degree! of! complexity! in! that! both! digital!
practices!and!traditional!language!learning!practices!need!to!be!reviewed.!!
Another! important! concept! refers! to! ‘affordances’! (Hampel! 2006;! Blin! 2010).! It! has! been!
observed! that! "(l)anguage! teachers! are! very! much! working! within! a! complex! system! of!
opportunity!and!constraint"!(Levy!and!Stockwell!2006:!234).!This!has!been!reflected! in!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





number! of! dimensions! that! include! (implicitly! or! explicitly)! opposing! forces,! of! which!
‘technological! affordances’! is! but! one! of! them.! In! this! respect,! Thorne’s! (2003)! claim! that!







principle’! (Moreno! 2006)! was! useful! in! helping! to! understand! the! value! of! oral! input! (as!
opposed!to!text)!in!future!designs.!Second,!the!fact!that!most!learners!valued!the!task!after!
completing! it! seems! to! suggest! that! Blin’s! (2004)! claim! (see!Chapter! 4)! that! learners! only!
learn!about!the!actual!object!of!the!activity!(in!this!case!engaging!with!the!language)!when!it!
has! been! transformed! into! certain! outcomes!holds! sway!because! it!was! only! towards! the!
end!of! SR! sessions! that! learners!appreciated! the!pedagogical!opportunities!offered!by! the!
task.!It!was!in!the!combination!with!SR!that!the!online!task!grew!in!stature.!This!may!partly!
justify! reducing! the! importance! sometimes! attributed! to! tasks,! the! appropriateness! of!
constraining!them!to!‘basic!planning!tools’!(Nunan!1989)!to!enable!research!and!educational!
practice.! The! CALL! task! used! in! the! study,! despite! being! unique! in! some! ways! in! the!
literature,!is!perhaps!still!trapped!in!the!taskTbased!premise!of!‘learning!by!doing’,!which!in!







being’,! that! is,!being!young! language! learners,!being!public! speakers,!being!sociallyTskilled,!
being! literacyTskilled,! being! digitallyTskilled,! and! so! on.! The! other! advantage! of! combining!
tasks!with!postTtask!SR!sessions!is!the!opportunity!this!combination!provides!for!work!within!




‘flowers’! of! development,! which! in! his! view,! at! the! time! he!wrote! about! them,! deserved!
more! attention! than! the! ‘fruits’! of! development.! Given! the! interpretation! of! the! level! of!
development!of! the! learners! in!the!study,!one!way!of!representing!them!is!by!referring!to!
them! as! ‘budding! young! learners’.! ‘Budding’! because! of! the! great! potential! they! have! to!
develop! their! (digital)! literacy! skills! and! (language)! learning! strategies,! for! instance! by!
moving!away!from!a!‘writing!in!the!air’!strategy!towards!greater!use!of!inner!speech!(which!
one! might! associate! with! internalisation! or! learning! processes),! higher! psychological!
functions!and! tools.!But! let!us!not! forget! that! these!are! ‘young’! learners,!most!of! them! in!
their!early!twenties,!who!also!aspire!to!developing!into!adulthood!by!advancing!their!social!




















and! industrial! development!brought! about!by! the! creation!of! an!oil! refinery! in! the! city!of!











hypothesis! in!various!ways.!For! instance,!although! it! is! true! in!some!cases,!such!as! that!of!
learner!A,!that!a!negative!selfTperception!can!be!limiting!and!that!there!is!a!distinct!feeling!of!
embarrassment!and!an!aversion!to!mistakes,!the!reality!for!these!learners!is!much!richer!and!
deeper,! full!of!contradictions! leading!to!as!many!possible!resolutions,!such!as! their! lack!of!
language! learning! strategies! and! orientation,! which! coexist! with! a! definite! hunger! for!
personal!development!and!learning!in!general.!In!short,!some!of!the!difficulties!experienced!
by!the!learners!have!deeper!and!wider!root!causes!than!expected!and!the!work!conducted!
alongside! the! learners!during!admittedly! short!experiment! sessions!and!SR!sessions!opens!
up!promising!avenues! for! future!developments.!What! the!study!has! shown! instead! is! that!
language!learners! in!this!context!are!young!learners!with!significant!personal!development!











Comments:! Evidence! from! the! study! reveals! a! language! learning! activity! system!
characterised! by! competing! (though! occasionally! complementary)! language! learning! and!
nonTlanguage! learning! goals! that! determine! the! orientation! to! the! online! task! used.! It! is!
often! a! ‘get! it! done’! quick,! toolTfree,! testTlike! orientation! heavily! dependent! on! private!
speech,! oral! interaction! and! support! from! others! that! reflects! social! and! institutional!
practices,!such!as!the!preTeminence!of!orality!over! literacy!and!perceptions!about!success.!
Preparation,! if! any,! is! done! ‘in! the! head’! because! improvisation! is! believed! to! be! an!
acceptable!option.!Connectivity!and!VLE!issues!suggest!significant!disruption!caused!by!the!
local! effects!of! the!digital!divide!and! the! secondTlevel!digital!divide!as!well! as! the! level!of!
development!of!digital!literacy!locally.!In!general,!there!is!still!some!way!to!go!to!achieve!the!
transparency! of! technology.! New! digital! and! selfTaccess! centre! ‘safe’! spaces! must! be!
provided.!
Question!1a:!What!are!the!main!elements!and!processes!involved!in!the!activity?!
Comments:! The! learners! (subject)! appear! to! be! generally! affected! by! shyness! and!





development)! exposes! learners! taking! a! direct! orientation! route! going! straight! from! the!
subject!to!the!object!of!the!activity!(making!a!video!presentation),!bypassing!essential!toolT!
and! languageTmediation! (especially! in!written! form),! averting!mistakes! and! engaging! little!
with! language! learning! opportunities.! Naturally,! this! leads! to! poor! results! in! terms! of!
language! learning! outcomes.! In! essence,! data! shows! that! learners! prefer! mediation! by!
others!and!selfTmediation!to!toolTmediation.!The!study!throws!up!two!further!rich!insights,!
namely! the! strong! presence! of! a! hidden! curriculum! in! the! form! of! implicit! rules! and! the!




of! data! (see! Table! 4,! p.! 109),! which! in! turn! belong! to! the! various! processes! mentioned!
above.! The! fact! that! it! is! hard! to! determine! which! dimensions! are! the! most! important!
supports! the!need! for! this!many!dimensions.!Dimensions! 8,! 11,! 14,! 15,! 16,! 17! and!18! (all!
belonging!to!the!mediationTbyTtools!process)!are!particularly!relevant!and!they!make!up!the!
largest!group!of!dimensions!in!a!single!process,!which!reflects!the!significant!impact!the!use!
of! tools! (or! lack! of! it)! has! on! the! activity! system.! Dimensions! 1,! 2! and! 4! (included! in!
mediationTbyTpeople!processes)! reveal! that! the!amount! and!extent!of! support! from!other!
people! provided! or! needed! is! far! greater! than! initially! expected.! Dimension! 5! (language!





19T23! establish! connections! between! disturbances! and! the! sociocultural! and! personal!
background! of! the! learners,! paving! the!way! for! the! subsequent! interpretation! of! societal!
contradictions! at! the! root! of! behaviour! observed! during! the! study,! such! as! practices!
involving!information!skills.!
Question!2:!What!are!the!systemic!contradictions!affecting!the!learning!activity?!
Comments:! Following! on! from! the! data! analysis! proper! and! the! small! culturalThistorical!
analysis!conducted,! further!scrutiny! led!to!the!discovery!of!nine!systemic!contradictions.!A!
primary!contradiction!concerns!the!utilitarian!view!of!the!language!learning!activity,!seen!by!
some! learners!as!a!means! to! social!advancement.!This!basic! contradiction! is! connected! to!







quaternary! contradictions! involving! transfer! (or! lack! of! it)! of! digital! routines,!mismatches!
between! teacher! and! learner! goals,! institutional! struggles! to! overcome! nationwide! social!
and! political! obstacles! in! the! provision! of! online! services! and! some! resistance! preventing!





learning! practices! rooted! in! (digital)! literacy! development! issues! and! the! strong! orality!
prevalent!locally.!! !
Question! 2a:! How! are! external! manifestations! (disturbances)! linked! to! systemic!
contradictions?!
Comments:!Two!main!lessons!have!been!learnt!from!the!experience!of!this!study!as!regards!
this! question.! Firstly,! disturbances!may! or!may! not! be! linked! to! contradictions.! It! is! only!
when! patterns! of! behaviour! and! culturalThistorical! tendencies! have! been! explored! in! the!
light! of! literature! and! theory! that! it! is! possible! to! establish! whether! disturbances! are!
revealing!deeper!systemic!contradictions!or!not.!Secondly,!one!or!more!disturbances!may!be!
manifestations!of!any!given!contradiction!but!not!exclusively!because!the!same!disturbance!
or!disturbances!may!be!pointing! to!other!contradictions.!Although! this!adds!complexity! to!
data!analysis,!it!also!provides!flexibility!and!power!to!it.!
Question! 2b:! In! what! ways! are! these! contradictions! the! driving! force! determining! the!
direction!and!outcome!of!the!learning!activity?!
Comments:!The!interconnectedness!of!the!elements!in!the!system!explains!the!fact!that!any!
contradiction! at! any! level! inevitably! determines! changes! in! the! overall! orientation! and!
outcomes!of!the!activity.!For!instance,!underuse!of!the!task!support!tools!such!as!feedback!
and! the! preparation! and! practice! sections! affects! attempts! to! attain! the! object! and! the!







Despite! the! known! limitations! of! activity! theory! in! terms! of! operationalising! its!
implementation!in!practice!(Mwanza!2002;!Nardi!1996b;!Engeström!1993,!2003),!the!use!of!
the! construct! of! ‘disturbances’! in! the! process! of! analysis! and! ‘contradictions’! to! interpret!
data!analysis!has!been!satisfactory!in!this!context!and!may!be!of!use!to!researchers!in!other!
locations.! A! shortcoming! of! this! research! attempt! has! been! the! lack! of! gradation! of!
disturbances! following! criteria,! for! instance,! of! ascending! systemic! or! learning! impact!
(Engeström,! personal! communication)! in! line! with! the! work! of! Engeström! and! Sannino!
(2011).!In!other!words,!not!all!disturbances!are!the!same;!they!could!be!aligned!according!to!
a! hierarchy! of,! for! instance,! levels! of! learning! (see! Bateson! 1972)! based! on! additional!
theoretical! constructs.! To! compensate! for! this! deficiency,! and! for! the! fact! that! a! more!
longitudinal!type!of!study!could!not!be!conducted,!a!short!culturalThistorical!analysis!of!the!
institution!was!presented!in!Chapter!6.!Transcending!the!momentTtoTmoment!analysis!of!the!
language! learning! activity! system! was! always! a! priority! and! efforts! have! been! made! to!
achieve!this!goal.!Technology!and!handling!different!sources!of! (video)!data!(Bødker!1996)!
have! been! key! to! collecting! rich! data,! and! detailed! transcripts! have! provided! invaluable!
insights.!Modelling!the!language!learning!activity!system!(Blin!2010)!has!also!contributed!to!






Future! directions! of! further! research! into! language! learning! activity! should! pursue! two!
objectives,! namely! language! learner! development! and! language! learning! development.!
These!two!constructs!hold!enough!potential!to!move!research!in!this!area!forward!by!virtue!
of! their! focus! on! learning,! learners! and! development! following! Vygotskian! and! activity!
theoretical!principles.!Yet,! the! feeling! remains! that!new!more!practical!applications!of! the!
theory!are!required!to!make!any!real!impact!into!teaching!and!learning!practices.!Two!such!
applications!of!the!theory!come!in!the!form!of!the!theory!of!expansive!learning!(Engeström!
1987)! and! its! associated! change! laboratory! toolkit,! an! application! of! culturalThistorical!
activity!theory,!and!dynamic!assessment!(Lantolf!and!Poehner!2004),!a!development!within!
sociocultural! theory.! It! is! perhaps! no! surprise! that! both! activity! theory! and! sociocultural!
theory!may!be!developed!in!the!direction!of!serving!to!conduct!interventions!in!the!activities!
they!scrutinise.!!
Engeström’s! theory! of! expansive! learning! (1987)! seems! to! provide! a! comprehensive! and!
appropriate! set! of! analytical! tools! to! match! the! needs! of! nonTtraditional,! hybrid! spaces!
(Engeström! and! Sannino! 2010)! in! which! learning! is! seen! as! expansive! learning,! “that! is,!
learning! in!which! learners! are! involved! in! constructing! and! implementing! a! radically! new,!
wider! and! more! complex! object! and! concept! for! their! activity”! (Engeström! and! Sannino!
2010:!2).!This!is!arguably!the!case!at!my!institution.!





the!knowledge!and! the!momentum!gained! in!conducting! the!study!has! led! the! researcher!
and! a! team! of! colleagues! at! DICIS! (University! of! Guanajuato)! to! engage! in! a! yearTlong!
research! project! supported!by! the! institution! in! 2011T2012! consisting! of! an! application! of!
expansive!learning!theory!using!the!change!laboratory!methodology!(developed!at!CRADLE,!
as!reported!in!Engeström!et!al.!1996)!in!pursuit!of!triggering!the!emergence!of!new!language!
teaching! and! learning! practices! (Montoro! and! Caselis! in! progress;! Montoro,! Caselis! and!
Perez!in!progress).!
Although! expansive! learning! cycles! tend! to! be! associated! with! largeTscale! and! lengthy!
formative!intervention!processes!of!no!less!than!three!years,!it!is!also!possible!to!pursue!the!
notion!of!‘miniature!cycles’!of!learning!actions!(of!two!hours,!for!instance)!which!Engeström!
(1999b)! acknowledges! as! being! ‘potentially! expansive’,! implying! that! “(...)! the! expansive!
cycle! and! its! embedded! actions! may! be! used! as! a! framework! for! analysing! smallTscale!
innovative!learning!processes”!(Engeström!1999b:!385).!This!line!of!research!is!supported!by!
Engeström! and! Sannino’s! (2010)! final! remarks! in! which! they! advocate! for!more! dialogue!







“It! is! the! distance! between! the! present! everyday! actions! of! the! individuals! and! the!
historically! new! form! of! the! societal! activity! that! can! be! collectively! generated! as! a!
solution!to!the!double!bind!potentially!embedded!in!the!everyday!actions.”!!
(Engeström!1987:!74)!
Alternatively,! or! perhaps! as! a! complement! given! that! both! applications! are! not!mutually!
exclusive,!dynamic!assessment!(Lantolf!and!Poehner!2004)!advocates!for!a!focus!on!teacherT
learner!interaction!in!the!zone!of!proximal!development!of!learners,!with!a!strong!emphasis!
on!dialogue! to! lead! learners! forward! in! their! language! learning!development.!The!authors!
aim!to!fuse!instruction!and!assessment!by!means!of!dynamic!assessment!sessions!in!which!
“intervention! is! embedded! within! the! assessment! procedure! in! order! to! interpret!
individuals'!abilities!and!lead!them!to!higher!levels!of!functioning”!(Lidz!and!Gindis!2003:!99,!
quoted!in!Poehner!2008:!5).!This!interventionist!approach!is!closely!connected!to!Vygotsky’s!
central! idea! of! development.! The! value! of! dynamic! assessment! lies! in! the! fact! that! “DA!





learning,!whereby! “the! social! value! placed! on! attaining! high! tests! scores! is! sometimes! so!





At! any! rate,! any! continuation! of! the! research! done! in! this! study! would! have! to! blur!
boundaries! between! learners,! teachers! and! the! institution! and! promote! maximum!
horizontal!collaboration!(see,!for!instance,!Hartley’s!2010!work!in!this!respect!in!the!area!of!
CAL)! with! joint! initiatives! built! upon! powerful! theoretical! concepts! such! as! the! change!
laboratory,!dynamic!assessment!or!miniature!cycles!of!expansive! learning.!Time!and!space!
boundaries!should!also!be!crossed!to!transcend!learning!objects12!and!transform!them!into!
language! learning! outcomes,! borrowing! concepts! such! as! Bakhtin’s! (1981)! chronotope! or!


















tools! and! materials,! intertwined! with! local! practices! in! areas! such! as! literacy! and! digital!
literacy!and!the!level!of!personal!development!according!to!age!and!background.!Mediation!
by!language!depends!on!the!way!language!learning,!proficiency!and!the!language!itself!are!
perceived! by! learners.! A! process! of! transformation! of! the! current! local! language! learning!
culture,! perhaps! using! key! concepts! such! as! literacy! and! digital! literacy! as! mediating!
concepts,! is! required! to! assist! learners! in! their! learning! actions! and! in! their! development.!
Care! will! be! needed,! however,! when! handling! these! concepts.! Literacy! today! is! often!
construed!as!individual!‘competence’!or!‘ability’,!especially!when!combined!with!other!terms!
(e.g.,! information! literacy,! computer! literacy),! rather! than! as! transformational! practices!
moving! “pedagogy! […]! towards! a! more! contingent! culture! of! participation! in! digitallyT
mediated!professional,!occupational,!and!lifelong!learning!communities”!(Goodfellow!2010:!
10).! Thinking! of! practices! related! to! digital! tools! and! spaces! in! terms! of! individual!
competences!or!skills! is! reductionist! in! that!very!significant!sociocultural! issues!are!at!play!
beyond! individuals! themselves! in! their! community! of! practice,! clearly! visible! in! the!
increasing!amount!of!social!interaction!occurring!'digitally',!for!instance.!Further!to!this,!the!
intricacies!involved!in!the!relation!between!‘digital!literacy’!and!language!(Goodfellow!2010)!
would!have!to!be!considered!too,!such!as! the!extent! to!which! language!use!shapes!and! is!
shaped!by!local!communication!practices!online.!!!!
The! suspicion! that! local! levels! of! literacy,! the! affordances! of! technology! and! a! strong!
component! of! orality! (reflected! in! extensive! use! of! selfTmediation! by! private! speech)! are!




determined! manner! to! build! zones! of! proximal! development! with! learners! where! actual!
learning! can! occur.! Additionally,! implicit! rules! connected! to! the! institutional! environment!
make!learners!feel!exam!anxiety!even!when!they!are!not!sitting!an!exam.!In!this!regard,!any!




the! institution.! Finally,! any! pedagogical! measures! that! can! extend! the! learners’! vision!
beyond! the!practical! completion!of! a! task! (the!object! of! the! language! learning! activity,! in!
activityTtheoretical! terms)! and! pursue! language! learning! outcomes,! thus! changing! the!
orientation!to!task!from!doing!to!learning,!would!be!a!welcome!improvement.!
7.11! Implications!for!my!professional!practice!
My! various! roles! as! teacherTdesigner! and! researcherTpractitioner! in! the! study,!which!may!
have! caused! confusion! to! the! reader! at! times,! can! be! attributed! to! the! process! of!
development! that! I! have! undergone! whilst! conducting! and! participating! in! the! research.!
From!being!a! language! teacher!with!an! interest! in!educational! technology!but!virtually!no!
research! experience! to! becoming! a! firstTtime! researcher! charged!with! significant! research!
duties!and!responsibilities,!the!road!has!been!full!of!challenges,!ups!and!downs,!and!has!led!
to! my! transformation! into! a! new! ‘researching! professional’! emerging! from! the! EdD!











education!community! in!three!positive!ways:! (a)!methodologically,! (b)!theoretically!and!(c)!
pedagogically.!First,!the!methodological!approach!followed!and!the!issues!encountered!may!
help! other! education! researchers! and! practitioners! (and! researcherTpractitioners)! in! their!
own! research! and! teaching! efforts.! Given! the! technologyTrelated! nature! of! the! study,! of!
particular! interest! are! the! technical! challenges! and! issues! encountered! in! the! study! and!
described!here.!Theoretically,!one!of!the!criticisms!levelled!against!activity!theory!is!the!lack!
of! guidance! offered! as! regards! putting! the! theory! into! practice! as! well! as! the! embryonic!
state!of!some!of!the!key!theoretical!constructs.!This!thesis!shows!practical!ways!of!applying!
the!theory!in!educational!practice;!however!limited!or!tentative,!these!efforts!may!go!some!
way! towards! instrumentalising! the! theory! for! further! applications! in! studies! involving!
education,! languages! or! technology.! Finally,! the! work! conducted! may! be! of! pedagogical!
benefit! in! two! fundamental! ways,! namely! (a)! by! providing! an! online! task! that! entails! a!
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research!project! I’m! involved! in!as!part!of!my!doctoral! studies!with! the!UK’s!Open!University! in! the!2009T2012!period,!under!Dr.!Regine!


























































My!name! is!Carlos!R.!Montoro!Sanjosé.! I’m!a!Lecturer!at! the!Engineering!Division,! IrapuatoTSalamanca!Campus! (DICIS,! in!Spanish)!of! the!
University!of!Guanajuato.!My!main!duty!within!the!University!is!to!support!the!development!of!selfTaccess!centres!(CAADIs,!in!Spanish)!on!
campus.!I!would!like!to!invite!you!to!take!part!in!a!research!project!I’m!involved!in!as!part!of!my!doctoral!studies!with!the!Open!University!
(UK)! in!the!2009T2012!period,!under!Dr.!Regine!Hampel’s!supervision.!We!are!looking!into!how!individual! language!learners! interact!with!
online!tasks!in!the!selfTaccess!centre!(CAADI,!in!Spanish).!
What!will!I!have!to!do!if!I!accept!to!take!part?!


























































main! study)!who!participated! in! the! study! followed!by! short! individual! profiles! of! the! two!
learners!analysed!as!case!studies!in!Chapter!5.!!
Overview*!





















1! Learner!A! Female! 21! Business! Sportsperson;!intermediate!level!of!English;!local!resident;!has!travelled!abroad.!
2! Learner!B! Female! 21! Digital!Arts! Creative;!intermediate!level!of!English;!local!resident;!has!never!travelled!abroad.!
3! Learner!C! Female! 21! Business! Top!student;!intermediate!level!of!English;!local!resident;!has!never!travelled!abroad.!

















8! Learner!M! Female! 21! Engineering! Introvert;!upperTintermediate!level!of!English;!local!resident;!has!never!travelled!abroad.!

































































talk! about! it! in! the!experiment! (instead!of! following! the! set!
instructions!and!introducing!herself).!
































She! felt! well! supported! at! a! private! language! school! she!
attended!in!the!past.!
Her! need! 1:! oral! practice! with! more! proficient! peers! or!
teachers!to!gain!fluency.!
Her! need! 2:! to! be! somewhat! forced! to! learn! otherwise! she!
will!not!do!it.!
Her! conclusion:! the! computer! and! this! kind! of! task! provide!
useful!learning!opportunities!to!improve!her!English.!
6.!Focus!on!meaning!–!focus!on!form!



















She!did! not! transfer! certain! digital! routines! (eg,! using! email!
address!as!username,! retrieving!a! lost!password,! finding! the!
password!in!a!body!of!email!text…).!
She!almost!demanded! that!other! routines!be!present! in! the!




She! uses! the! pointer! to! read! text! on! the! screen! (as! an!
extension!of!her!index!finger).!
Erratic! behaviour! (eg,! clicks! on! links! twice,! clicks! on! nonT






































She! seemed! to! have! her! own! agenda! (watching! a! video;!

































She! is! in! the!process!of!maturing!and! learning! to!operate! in!
the!adult!world.!
She! wants! to! be! different! (her! role! model! at! the! moment!
seems!to!be!Lady!Gaga).!




























notes,! to! rehearse! her! presentation,! to! say! what! she! was!
typing!(before,!during!and!after!typing!it),!to!translate!words!
to!herself!and!focus!on!new!vocabulary…!




























her! boyfriend! at! the! cinema,! with! a! friend! in! a! band,! with!
international!students!at!an!event…)!
3.!Teacher!support!–!teacher!problems!
A! teacher! encouraged! her! to! speak! aloud! to! understand!
learning!materials.!
She!is!willing!to!ask!the!teacher!for!help!when!she!gets!stuck!





Problems! with! her! parents! at! home! are! affecting! her!






























task,! including! in! her! online! communications! with! the!
teacher.!





















Learner!panics!as!she! learns!that!the! internet! is!not!working!
well!(e.g.,!no!access!to!online!dictionary).!
She!used!Google!translate!instead.!
Restrictions! in! Moodle! (i.e.,! not! being! allowed! to! hide!







She! claimed! to! have! sufficient! privacy! working! at! her!
workstation,! although! she! was! quite! concerned! about!
disturbing!a!nearby!user.!











She! tried!using! the!OALD!online!but! local!network!problems!
prevented!access.!
She!then!decided!to!use!only!Google!translate.!
She! sometimes! used! Google! translate! to! translate! whole!
chunks!of!text.!
She! looks! up! basic! vocabulary! (‘things’,! ‘myself’,! ‘anything’,!
‘goes’).!











She! tried! to! adhere! to! the! task! but! sometimes! could! not!
because!her!vocabulary!limitations!prevented!understanding.!
She! tried! to! complete! the! practice! section! after! asking! the!














































Her! concern!with!her!public! image!and! reputation!mark!her!
choices!of!personal!and!professional!development!paths.!
She!conceals!her!passion!for!singing.!



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































! 1! Núria! 05.11.2009!(unknown)! 06.11.2009!(unknown)! Impossible!to!synch!data!files.!











1! Learner!A! 14.10.2010!(01:24:50)! 02.11.2010!(01:00:33)! !
2! Learner!B! 05.11.2010!(01:11:05)! 14.11.2010!(00:42:26)! !
3! Learner!C! 08.11.2010!(02:12:15)! 14.11.2010!(01:40:15)! !




5! Learner!F! 14.11.2010!(01:47:31)! 18.11.2010!(01:10:12)! !
6! Learner!G! 07.09.2010!(01:53:18)! 08.09.2010!(01:53:42)! !
7! Learner!J! 19.11.2010!(01:42:20)! 19.11.2010!(01:32:51)! !
8! Learner!M! 15.11.2010!(00:53:52)! 18.11.2010!(00:56:44)! !
9! Learner!S! 24.11.2010!(02:35:30)! 26.11.2010!(01:26:18)! !





















on! three! separate! dates! in! March! 2011,! as! the! table! below! shows.! The! interviews! were!
conducted! in! Spanish.! They!were! later! transcribed! and! translated! into! English! before! the!
data!was!analysed.!!
! Schedule!of!interviews!with!institutional!representatives!










1/8! 03/03/2011! Her! motivation! is! her! love! for! her! work.!
Unaffected! by! not! having! permanent! post.!
Currently,!she!has!middleTmanagement!duties,!
such!as!curriculum!reform,!for!which!she!would!





0/8! 04/03/2011! Her! motivation! is! having! achieved! her!
permanent! post! this! year! (Jan! 2011).! Earlier,!
she! had! been! a! middle! manager! (temporary!
post)!with!the!same!duties!for!three!years.!She!
is! now! involved! in! curriculum! reform,! which!






3! 16/03/2011! He! was! frustrated! at! the! impossibility! of!




2/11! 16/03/2011! He! has! the! huge! task! of! developing! and!
running! the! institution’s! own! infrastructure! to!
curb! the! extortionate! rates! of! the!
telecommunications! service! provider!
(essentially!Telmex,!owned!by!billionaire!Carlos!
Slim).!
!
